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Abstract

With the development of Indoor Location-based Services (ILBSs), there have been

increasing demands on high-accuracy indoor positioning systems. Recently, WiFi

fingerprinting positioning system has been widely studied due to the pervasive infras-

tructures. However, it still faces some challenges, such as the anchor optimization

problem, processing of raw fingerprints, and the assessment of theoretical location

accuracy, etc. Therefore, in this thesis, we study these mentioned challenges to

improve the location accuracy, system efficiency and robustness.

First, we conduct an Access Point (AP) deployment optimization based on the

projection-induced knowledge. APs, as the anchor nodes in user aimed fingerprinting

positioning system, have significant impact on location accuracy. We construct an

objective function aiming at decreasing big error cases and then solve it from the

projection perspective rather than search algorithms. Besides, an outlier detection

based on K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) graph is operated on fingerprints before the

solving procedure.

Second, we propose a joint compressive sensing (CS) kernel optimization and

outlier detection scheme in rogue AP aimed fingerprinting positioning system. In

fact, the designed CS kernel is the result of monitor (anchor node) optimization. The

scheme consists of three steps: i) coarse localization: a novel Object Weighting

Affinity Propagation (OWAP) clustering method is proposed to group the offline

fingerprints; ii) CS kernel optimization: the minimum number of required monitors is

deduced and an Equiangular Tight Frame (ETF) based monitors selection scheme is

ii



presented; and iii) joint fine rogue AP positioning and outlier detection: a formulation

of an improved CS based sparse recovery model is proposed. This scheme achieves

higher location accuracy and increases the localization robustness.

Third, for large-scale application scenarios, the raw fingerprints will bring the

storage problem and computational complexity due to high dimensionality. Hence, we

present a feature extraction algorithm using a manifold learning called T-distributed

Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (TSNE) which extracts these non-linear fingerprint

features and reduces the dimensionality of fingerprint database simultaneously. Then

an out-of-sample extensionmethod is proposed to process the online records to achieve

the same dimensionality as the reduced database. Furthermore, when determining

the proper dimensionality, we utilize an intrinsic dimensionality estimation method

to obtain the best dimensionality in advance.

Lastly, theoretical analysis on location accuracy is a significant work since it

can present the factors affecting the location accuracy mathematically and inversely

serve as a guideline to optimize the positioning system. Hence, we construct a

novel derivation model involving the grid size to analyze the error bound from the

perspectives of the signal measurement and positioning algorithm. From the former

perspective, the error bound is analyzed under two cases: specific and non-specific

signal distributions. For the first case, we utilize the traditional knowledge of

Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) to re-deduce the theoretical error bound. For the

second case, a Gaussian-Markov theorem method is introduced to conduct derivation.

From the latter perspective, we analyze the error bound of the widely used KNN

algorithm, based on which a novel adaptive KNN algorithm is designed and it has

improved the location accuracy about 20%.

Keywords: WiFi-based Positioning System, Fingerprinting, Access Point Optimiza-

tion, Monitor Optimization, Fingerprint Processing, Error Bound Analysis
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Radio-based Positioning Systems

In recent decades, Location-based Services (LBSs) have played an important role

in smartphone applications, which could provide numerous social and commercial

values. In particular, it can be applied to vehicle navigation [41], emergency

positioning and rescue [30], healthcare monitoring [39], indoor shopping mall

navigation and advertising push [105], and vehicle management in parking lot

[65], etc. Hence, there emerges high demands on accurate, reliable, and real-time

localization, which has strongly promoted a variety of positioning technologies [24].

In outdoor environment, Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) such as GPS

[21] and Chinese Compass Navigation Satellite System (COMPASS) [90] are the

primary technologies for obtaining the target’s location. For the GPS technology,

each satellite will continuously broadcast its current location and the time stamp

to the earth through satellite signals, and a GPS receiver can easily receive these

information through the antenna so as to obtain the transmission time. With knowing

four satellites’ locations and their corresponding transmission time, it can calculate

the target’s final location. The COMPASS technology is based on double satellites

1



positioning, which takes two satellites with knowing locations as the centers, the

distance between the satellites and the target device as the radius to generate two

spheres. Then the target device will be located on the intersection of these two

spheres. Overall, both of them could provide good quality of positioning accuracy

[34].

Besides the outdoor navigation, in recent years, the academic and industry are

paying more attention to indoor environment [120], [107]. The main driving force is

the huge commercial potential of indoor LBSs. For example, users can find a specific

restaurant or a commodity in the store, get information from merchants in nearby

shopping malls, find colleagues in the office, find boarding gates or other facilities

in the airport or railway station, learn more about exhibits and watch exhibitions

in museums, find the location of medical staff or medical equipment in hospitals,

localize firefighters in the building on fire, and so on. These will bring convenience

to our daily life, as well as in indoor emergency situations, such as the nursing care of

the elderly. Unfortunately, the good enough GNSS technology could not be applied

to in indoor environment due that the satellite signal cannot penetrate well through

multiple buildings [45]. The signal strength will decline sharply which results in

a low positioning accuracy. In other words, it is not suitable for indoor LBSs with

high positioning accuracy requirement. Therefore, various techniques have been

proposed for indoor positioning. From the perspective of signal, these techniques

can be categorized into two categories: i) radio-based positioning methods, such

as Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) methods [112], [67]; Bluetooth methods

[18], [4]; Ultra Wide Band (UWB) methods [122], [36]; ZigBee methods [95], [7],

Frequency Modulation (FM) methods [10],[77], and Wireless Local Area Network

(WLAN) methods [88], [85]; and ii) non-radio-based positioning methods, such as

infrared (IR) methods [54], [101], visible light methods [94], [130], inertial systems

[33], [50], ultrasonic and sound methods [37], [86], [119], and geomagnetic methods

[51], [63], [5].
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The representative of Bluetooth methods is HAIP [84], which is proposed by

Nokia company. It uses the knowledge of triangulation to estimate the target’s location

which could attain sub-meter positioning accuracy. RFID exploits a way of swiping

card to localize the target, which is mainly utilized in warehouse management, goods

tracking, and office attendance [108]. The cost of RFID positioning system is low,

but it has a short operation distance. ZigBee is a short distance, low power wireless

communication technology based on IEEE 802.15.4, whose positioning accuracy is

1-5 meters [14]. UWB is a high precision positioning technique, whose positioning

accuracy could attain centimeter level [111]. However, all these mentioned techniques

need massive transceiver and deploy additional infrastructures, which would result in

high maintenance costs. Therefore, WiFi signal has been widely used because of the

pervasive deployment of WLANs and WiFi enabled mobile devices [23].

1.1.2 WiFi-based Positioning Systems

In WiFi-based positioning system, there are two fundamental equipment: anchor

node and target. Anchor node in wireless networks is always defined as the assisted

positioning node which is equipped with antenna arrays, and its locations is usually

known in advance. Target is the object having positioning requirement, and the

positioning system can be divided into two categories based on the types of target:

user aimed positioning system, where the anchor node is Access Point (AP) and

the target is mobile user. In this user aimed positioning system, the anchor node

AP transmits wireless signal and we utilize the received signal or combines it with

AP’s location to estimate user’s location. The second one is called rogue AP aimed

positioning system, where the anchor node is a monitor and the target is rogue AP.

In this rogue AP aimed positioning system, the anchor node monitor could monitor

the environment through receiving the wireless signal from APs, and we utilize

the received signal or combines it with monitor’s location to estimate rogue AP’s

location.

3



AP1

AP2

AP3

Target

Figure 1.1: The typical illustration of TOA positioning techniques.

AP is a core equipment in WLAN which transmits the WiFi signal to wireless

client. Generally, the transmitted WiFi signal has a certain range, and there is a

certain relationship between the signal and the geographical location. For example,

the closer to the AP, the greater the received signal strength is received. Hence, the

WiFi-based positioning system is to use the relevant signal information obtained

from the APs to estimate the target’s location in terms of positioning techniques.

Generally, from the positioning computation perspective, there are three main

categories of positioning techniques: (i) Angle of Arrival (AOA) [99], [81] and

related Direction of Arrival (DOA) methods [15]; (ii) Time of Arrival (TOA) [16],

[44] and related Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) methods [115], [22]; and (iii)

Received Signal Strength (RSS) exploitation methods [75], [26].

TOA positioning technique measures the time of WiFi signals’ arrival from at

least three known anchors, and then the recorded time would be converted to the travel

distances by multiplying the light velocity. Finally, the target’s location is calculated

according to the triangulation algorithm, as shown in Figure 1.1. The drawback of

TOA technique is that the time of arrival could not be accurately measured, it needs

a strict clock synchronization, where the mechanism is very complicated.

TDOA positioning technique is an improvement of the TOA. It does not directly

use the time of arrival, but uses the time difference received from multiple anchor
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Figure 1.2: The typical illustration of TDOA positioning techniques.

nodes to determine the target’s location. By comparing the time difference arriving

at each anchor, we can draw a hyperbolic curve with the anchor as the focus and the

distance difference as the long axis. The intersection of the hyperbolic curves is the

location of the target. Therefore, to determine the target’s location, more than two

hyperbolic equations need to be established, in other words, at least three anchor

nodes are needed, as shown in Figure 1.2. Generally, TDOA outperforms TOA, since

it does not require to know a precise measurement of time of arrival from the target

to the anchor node, so it can eliminate or reduce the common error generated by

the signal channel. Therefore, the positioning error of TDOA positioning method is

higher than that of TOA positioning method.

AOA positioning technique needs to obtain the angle that theWiFi signal transmits

to the target, so it also requires to place at least three anchor nodes to estimate the

location of the target. Compared with the TDOA positioning technique, it requires

the antenna array to have high sensitivity and high spatial resolution. It is noteworthy

that although AOA and TOA techniques have developed a lot in recent years due

to the accessibility of the Channel State Information (CSI) from the physical layer,

all these techniques need to judge the direct path between the anchor nodes and the

target, and if the direct path is wrong, the whole positioning procedure fails. The

above mentioned illustration of TOA/TDOA/AOA positioning techniques are shown
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Figure 1.3: The typical illustration of AOA positioning techniques.

in Figure 1.3.

Although TOA and AOA techniques have developed a lot in recent years due

to the accessibility of the Channel State Information (CSI) from the physical layer,

their positioning accuracy would sharply decrease with a wrong judging of direct

path [110]. In addition, phase correction related to the AOA estimation is still facing

some challenges. RSS, as coarse measurement, although it fails to capture multi-path

effects, is applied to many positioning systems due to the convenient accessibility of

data.

In general, the RSS exploitation approaches are divided into two broad categories.

Using the signal path loss model to reversely calculate the target’s location is a

traditional one [113]. Combining the collected RSS and the path loss model, the

distances between there known anchor nodes and the target are computed. Then,

triangulation is applied for obtaining the target’s location. But a drawback of this

method is that its performance relies on whether the signal attenuation model is

appropriate to describe the signal distribution in the real environment. Another

RSS exploitation method is fingerprint [70], which estimates the target locations by
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matching the newly recorded data against the pre-constructed database. Due that the

positioning accuracy of signal model-based positioning system is low and it needs

to know three anchor nodes’ locations in advance, fingerprint is the mostly used. It

emerges as a straightforward and plausible alternative, offering both accuracy and

ubiquity. Therefore, in my thesis, I focus on fingerprinting positioning system.

1.2 WiFi Fingerprinting Positioning System

1.2.1 System Description

• User aimed fingerprinting positioning system: As we mentioned in Sec-

tion 1.1.2, the fingerprinting positioning system can be divided into two types

in terms of targets. If the target is a mobile user, then we call this positioning

system as user aimed positioning system. User aimed positioning systems are

widely needed in modern society, such as the personal navigation, personal

car-hailing, and elderly emergency, etc. In user aimed positioning systems,

AP is an anchor node to transmit the WiFi signal, user with mobile or other

wireless equipment is the signal receiver.

• Rogue AP aimed fingerprinting positioning system: When the target is

a rogue AP, likewise, the system is called rogue AP aimed fingerprinting

positioning system. Rogue AP is defined as an unauthorized AP in wireless

networks, which is deployed by an adversary to operate a man-in-the-middle

attack rather than the administrator. It will threat the privacy and security

problems, so people have paid many attention to detect and localize the rogue

AP recently. In rogue AP aimed positioning systems, rogue AP will transmit

the WiFi signal, and several monitors would be deployed in the environment to

consistently receive the WiFi signal to monitor whether there appears a rogue

AP and if it appears, they would start the localization procedure.

Actually, no matter to the user aimed positioning system or to the rogue AP
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aimed positioning system, the principle of the fingerprinting approach is similar,

and the only difference between them are the fingerprint databases which constitute

by anchor nodes due that their anchor nodes refer to different things in these two

positioning system. Fingerprint positioning procedure consists of the offline phase

and the online phase. In the offline phase, a set of points are predefined in the target

environment which named as reference points (RPs). Then a survey is conducted, and

multiple copies of RSS measurements are collected at each RP from available anchor

nodes throughout a time interval. The RSS measurements collected at each RP

serve as a fingerprint which should be more or less unique, and all these fingerprints

construct the fingerprint database. It’s noteworthy that some fingerprinting positioning

systems use the raw RSS fingerprints as the fingerprint database directly, while some

fingerprinting positioning systems conduct fingerprint processing on the raw RSS

fingerprints, such as feature extraction and outlier detection, and use the database

processing results as the fingerprint database. This operation is based on the target

environment, for example, if the target environment is very large, using the raw

fingerprint database would have high-dimension problem, so instead of the raw RSS

fingerprints, we always use the extracted features as the fingerprint database. In

the online phase, the target observes RSS measurements at its current location and

applies algorithms to associate these measurements to the database entries by finding

similar fingerprints, and using the associated RP locations for estimating the target’s

position. The schematic of typical user aimed fingerprinting positioning systems is

depicted in Figure 1.4.

1.2.2 Basic Fingerprinting Positioning Approaches

In general, there are three main categories of fingerprint positioning approaches:

deterministic approaches [25], probabilistic approaches [46], [92], and pattern

recognition approaches [80], [78]. Deterministic approaches completely rely on the

RSS measurements, and determine the target’s location based on the most similar
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Figure 1.4: The typical illustration of fingerprinting positioning system.

RPs. It mainly utilizes the traditional characteristic of RSS measurements recorded

in a time interval, such as the mean value. While probabilistic approaches regard

the mean value may not be a sufficient presentation, and it estimates the target’s

location based on the conditional probability of the location given the online RSS

measurements. The key idea of pattern recognition approaches is training a classifier

using labeled offline fingerprints, and using the trained model to discriminate the

unknown online RSS measurements to achieve positioning, such as Support Vector

Machine (SVM) [71]. Actually, the latter two approach are complex but it does not

pay back with higher positioning accuracy. Therefore, we focus on deterministic

approaches which offer both simplicity and high accuracy.

Since as we mentioned in Section 1.2.1, the positioning principles of user aimed

positioning system and the rogue AP aimed positioning system are the same, so

here we take the user aimed positioning system as an case study to introduce the

basic fingerprinting positioning approaches. In deterministic approaches, the target

environment is divided into a set of RPs R = {rpj = (xj, yj) |j = 1, . . . N },
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whereR defines the set of RPs in coordinates, which are usually set apart in equal

distances in a subspace. The mobile devices record RSS fingerprints at time instants

to, o = 1, . . . , O with RSS magnitudes rssij(t1), . . . , rssij(tO) at each RP, where i

indicates the AP index from the set of APs {AP 1, . . . , APM}. The RSS fingerprint

collected at the jth RP from all APs at time to is a vector [rss1
j(to), . . . , rss

M
j (to)]

T .

Then the entire fingerprint database at the recording time instant to is represented as

Rss(to) =


rss1

1(to) . . . rss1
N(to)

... . . . ...

rssM1 (to) · · · rssMN (t0)

 , o = 1, . . . , O. (1.1)

Averaging the RSS magnitudes during time instants t1 to tO, we obtain the time

averaged fingerprint database

Rss = [Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . ,ΨN ]

=


ψ1

1 . . . ψ1
N

... . . . ...

ψM1 · · · ψMN


(1.2)

where ψij = 1
O

O∑
o=1

rssij(to). Defining the vector P = (p1 p2 . . . pM)T as the

observed online average RSSs by a mobile user fromM available APs. Our target is

to find the user’s location vector, γ = (x′ y′)T , based on a rule g that compares the

received online measurements against fingerprint database as

γ̂ = g(Rss,P ) (1.3)

where γ̂ = (x̂′ ŷ′)T is an estimated location of the mobile user according to rule g.

Generally, there are two categories of rule g to compute the user’s location. The

mostly used rule is a signal-distance-based method which aims at selecting RPs

whose distances between their fingerprints and the online RSS measurements are

smallest, denotes as

γ̂ = arg min
j=1,...,N

dis(Ψj ,P ) (1.4)
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Figure 1.5: WiFi-based positioning approaches.

Here dis is a distance metric which is defined to compute the signal distance. The

most well-known one is called Euclidean distance

dis(Ψj ,P ) = ‖P −Ψj‖2, j = 1, . . . , N. (1.5)

The most representative of signal-distance-based method is Nearest Neighbor (NN)

approach, which choose nearest RP with the minimum distance dis. Instead of

choosing a single RP with the smallest signal-distance, K-Nearest Neighborhood

(KNN) [72], [87], [3] selects a set of closest RPs to estimate the target’s location.

The second rule g is a sparsity-based method which was introduced in recent years

[56], [57], [123]. The most representative is compressive sensing (CS) [27] which

formulates the user’s location as a sparse matrix in discrete spatial domain and apply

the CS methods to recover it, which we will describe it in detail in Section 4.2.

1.3 Challenges and Thesis Contributions
Although fingerprinting techniques offer both accuracy and ubiquity, they still face

several challenges.

• Anchor optimization: Anchor optimization means we aims at finding the

optimal number and deployment of anchor nodes, since the anchor nodes
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play important roles in constructing the fingerprint database, they are directly

related to the positioning accuracy. It contains AP optimization in user aimed

positioning system and monitor optimization in rogue AP aimed positioning

system. In WiFi positioning system, although these anchor nodes (AP and

monitor) could assist with positioning, this does not mean the more the anchor

nodes are, the higher the positioning accuracy is. In other words, the increasing

number of anchor nodes could improve the positioning accuracy to a certain

extent, but not all the heard anchor nodes could provide valuable information

for positioning and some even may lead to biased location estimation. Besides,

the CS-based positioning approach requires to design a proper measurement

matrix, which is the anchor optimization result. Moreover, actually, for user

positioning system utilizing some existing wireless infrastructures, APs in the

networks are initially designed for maximum signal coverage and effective

wireless communication rather than improving the positioning accuracy. For

rogue AP positioning system, the monitors’ deployment could directly affect

the positioning accuracy. Therefore, a subset of anchor nodes selection scheme

or an optimal deployment of anchor nodes should be proposed for positioning.

• Fingerprint processing: It contains fingerprint clustering, feature extrac-

tion, and outlier detection. Actually, the fingerprint database could be

seemed as a two-dimensional matrix, where the row and column represent the

indexes anchor nodes and RPs, respectively. On the one hand, for large-scale

environment where the number of RPs is very large, if we use the raw RSS

measurements to construct the fingerprint database, there will bring the storage

problem and computational complexity due to the high dimensionality. In

addition, some neighbor RPs may receive correlated fingerprints from a specific

anchor node because the RSS fingerprints are obtained from the same signal

received in close locations. This prevents the distinguish-ability between

RPs. Therefore, some feature extraction methods are proposed to handle
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this problem. On the other hand, in the online phase, if we retrieve all the

fingerprint database to find the most similar RPs, it is a little time consuming.

Hence, to achieve real-time positioning, some clustering methods are applied

to categorize the whole fingerprint database into several groups to narrow the

online searching space. Moreover, due to the appearance of multiple walls,

furniture, doors, and moving individuals, some RSS measurements recorded

are distorted, especially in Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) propagation environ-

ment. These distorted RSS measurements would make the corresponding RPs

present abnormal characteristics comparing with their neighbor RPs, and these

singular RPs are named as outliers. Both offline phase and online phase exist

outliers, and these outliers will decrease the positioning accuracy. Hence, some

outlier detection methods are proposed to filter the outliers before applying

positioning approach.

• Error bound analysis: Analyzing the error bound is an interesting and

significant work since it can not only present the specific factors affect the

positioning accuracy mathematically, but also provide an effective criterion

of designing positioning system to achieve high positioning accuracy. For

example, we can select suitable number of anchor nodes and optimize the anchor

nodes’ geometry according to the error bound derivation results. However,

although many researches related to error bound analysis have be presented in

sensor networks, up to now, only few researches have focused on the analysis of

it in WiFi positioning system, and most of these representative works deduced

it based on Cram´er-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB), which has some shortcomings.

Most important of all, although it is a common sense that the grid size adopted

by fingerprinting positioning system could significantly affect the positioning

accuracy, all of these existing analyzing works have not considered it in the

model of deducing error bound. In other words, we all know the factor of grid

size would affect the positioning accuracy in practice, but previous researches
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have not presented the impacts of this factor mathematically, and there is not a

reasonable principle to guide the adoption of grid size when designing a WiFi

positioning system. Hence, error bound analysis need to be improved.

Therefore, this thesis aims at solving these above mentioned challenges, and the

main contributions are summarized as follows:

• 1. We propose a projection-induced AP deployment optimization for user

aimed positioning system, which mainly focuses on decreasing the probabilities

of big errors rather than the traditional focus on enlarging the probabilities of

small errors. Besides, it solves the optimization problem from the proposed

projection perspective which avoids using search algorithms, and provides a

novel perspective to express optimization targets.

• 2. We propose a joint monitor optimization and outlier detection scheme for

rogue AP aimed positioning system. Compared with traditional methods, the

innovations are as follows: i) It is the first work to apply the sparse recovery

technique to rogue AP positioning system which formulates the rogue AP’s

location as a sparse vector in discrete spatial domain. ii) The minimum number

requirement of monitors are deduced, which is a guidance of designing WiFi

positioning systems. iii) An Equiangular Tight Frame (ETF) is proposed

based monitors selection scheme which improves sparse recovery ability

and the subsequent positioning accuracy. iv) An Object Weighting Affinity

Propagation clustering method is proposed utilizing the prior knowledge of

physical coordinates information. It avoids that RPs with small distance in

signal space and large distance in physical space are grouped into one cluster,

which is more suitable to localization systems. v) The CS model is improved

to do joint rogue AP localization and outlier detection, which increases the

localization robustness to outliers and there is no need for an extra procedure

of doing outlier detection.

• 3. To handle the problems of storage and computing complexity in large-scale
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environment, we propose a feature extraction based on manifold learning

method to process the raw fingerprints. The introduced T-distributed stochastic

neighbor embedding (TSNE) is capable of capturing the nonlinear pattern of

offline fingerprints, and the out-of-sample extension method could process

the new online RSS fingerprint to attain the same dimension with offline

database. Moreover, we propose an intrinsic dimension estimation method for

determining the best dimension when conducting feature extraction.

• 4. We propose an error bound analysis method from the perspectives of

signal measurement and positioning algorithm. Compared with traditional

methods, the innovations are: i) To the best of our knowledge, it is the first

work which takes the grid size into account when analyzing localization

performance of WiFi fingerprinting positioning system, and a new derivation

model involving grid size information is constructed. ii) Unlike traditional

CRLB taking the user’s location as the basic estimated vector, we revise

the nearest RP’s location as it, which is more reasonable and practical. iii)

For a regular scenario where the signal obeys one specific distribution, the

localization performance is re-deduced using the proposed new derivation

model, which is more accurate than traditional CRLB without considering

grid size. iv) For an irregular scenario with non-specific signal distribution,

where the knowledge of CRLB is not available, we apply a Gaussian-Markov

theorem to conduct derivation, which fills in the gap of analyzing scenario with

unknown Probability Density Function (PDF). v) In addition to the analysis

from the perspective of signal measurement, the localization performance of

the mostly utilized KNN algorithm is also analyzed. Compare to the previous

research considering the number and distances of nearest RPs, we start from

the PDF of them, which is more general. vi) The theoretical result is utilized as

the criterion of designing an adaptive KNN algorithm, and unlike traditional

KNN algorithm which determine the value of K manually and immutably for
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any user, the proposed algorithm could dynamically find the optimal value of

K for each user, which improves the localization performance.

1.4 Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2: provides the literature review on some existing approaches related

to anchor optimization, fingerprint database processing, and error bound

analysis.

• Chapter 3: presents an anchor optimization work for user aimed positioning

system, i.e., an AP deployment optimization based on projection knowledge. In

this optimization, the objective function is constructed based on the principle

of decreasing the probabilities of big errors, and an projection-induced solution

is proposed.

• Chapter 4: presents a joint anchor optimization work and outlier detection

scheme for rogue AP positioning system, where the minimum number of

monitors required is deduced, and an optimal monitor selection scheme is

proposed. Besides, a novel clustering method is proposed to process the

offline fingerprints, which combines the signal information and prior physical

coordinates information together. Finally, a compressive sensing recovery

positioning method is utilized to jointly detect outliers and achieve fine

localization simultaneously.

• Chapter 5: presents an fingerprint processingwork for large-scale environment,

where the raw fingerprint database is high dimensional. To reduce the storage

and computing complexity, a feature extraction based on manifold method is

proposed.

• Chapter 6: presents an analysis of error bound of fingerprinting positioning

system from the perspectives of the signal measurement and positioning

algorithm, in which we construct a novel derivation model involving the grid
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size information. Then the error bound is analyzed based on the new model

under two cases: with specific and non-specific signal distributions. Besides,

we also analyze the error bound of the mostly used KNN algorithm, then a

novel adaptive KNN algorithm is designed based on the derivation result to

achieve higher positioning accuracy.

• Chapter 7: provides the conclusion of this thesis and discusses several

challenges which may be our future works.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Anchor Optimization

2.1.1 Basic Principles of Anchor Optimization

Generally, the indoor environment is dynamic due that different buildings have

different indoor layout. Besides, for different WiFi positioning service providers,

their requirements are also different. The traditional anchor nodes optimization, the

principle mainly focuses on the following factors:

• Accuracy: different applications have different requirements for positioning

accuracy. For example, it may take 1 meter or even higher accuracy to find

a specific commodity in a supermarket or warehouse, but if we aim to find

a specific brand store or a restaurant in a shopping center, the positioning

accuracy of 5-10 meters can meet the requirements.

• Coverage: coverage mainly refers to the extent where the positioning system

can provide a satisfied positioning accuracy. Some environments require

both the signal coverage and positioning accuracy simultaneously so this

technology may need to be supported by special infrastructures or combined

with corresponding positioning terminals.

• Reliability: the indoor environment is dynamic and will change frequently. For
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example, the building layout of shopping malls will change frequently. Besides,

the infrastructure on which positioning depends also changes frequently, such

as the damage of anchor nodes. A reliable positioning system requires that the

positioning performance will not be affected by these factors.

Overall, different system requirements may lead different principles of anchor

optimization, and as long as we have determined the optimization principle, the

objective function can be constructed based on it. Then the solution of this objective

function is obtained by using search algorithms or other methods.

2.1.2 Access Point Optimization for User Aimed Positioning Sys-

tem

In order to increase the positioning accuracy, the common principle of AP deployment

is enlarging the fingerprint discrimination of RPs. There are many measurements

of discrimination, most researches adopt distance based measurement, such as

Euclidean distance. [125] proposes a typical AP deployment optimization approach

that maximized the objective function of an accumulative Euclidean distances among

RPs. Generally, when constructing fingerprint database, some RPs that did not

collect any RSS from APs would be pre-processed as a fixed low value to imply its

unavailability, such as -100dBm. Therefore, when it only considered the accumulative

Euclidean distances, these RPs may contribute more to accumulative function, that

is to say the wireless signal under the optimal AP deployment only covered the

least RPs, which brought a poor positioning performance. An improved objective

function named as Max-min, which computed the Euclidean distances among RPs

within and outside a certain circle, was proposed in [127]. It aimed at minimizing

the Euclidean distances of RPs within the circle, and maximizing the Euclidean

distances outside the circle simultaneously. However, how to select the appropriate

radius of the circle was not given. Some researches utilize the similarity to measure

the discrimination, whose meaning is opposite to Euclidean distance. [40] proposes
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a cosine similarity based algorithm. The difference between Euclidean distance is

that two RSS vectors which has a large Euclidean distance may have large cosine

similarity, due that the former one is computed based on the norm of difference

vector, and the later one is based on the angle between two vectors. In [8] the signal

similarity was analyzed and a self-adaptive algorithm based on the learned signal

similarity knowledge was proposed for AP choice. Besides, there are some researches

consider the discrimination on another space which translates the signal space to

kernel space. [71] maps the RSS vectors to a high dimensional space by introducing

a Gaussian kernel function, and built the Euclidean distance based objective function

on this high dimensional space. However, the kernel function also generated high

computing consumption. In addition to the positioning accuracy, other factors are

also considered when constructing the objective function, such as signal coverage,

time consumption. Considering the computing consumption, [83] constructs its

objective function based on the concept of water-filling algorithm. It distributed the

important weights to every candidate AP location under a given total number of AP,

whose process was the same as the transmit power distribution using water-filling

model. Both coverage and positioning were considered in [98], the first stage aimed

at finding the minimum number of APs and the corresponding locations to guarantee

the desired coverage ratio, and the next step was further optimizing the deployment

in terms of maximum fingerprint discrimination. [97] takes user distribution into

consideration which employed statistics theory to model user distribution as its

location and probability, and employed fuzzy C-clustering algorithm to obtain the

AP deployment. However, there are no researches tend to design a network for

decreasing big error cases in positioning system.
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2.1.3 Monitor Optimization for Rogue Access Point Aimed Posi-

tioning System

Generally, rogue AP aimed positioning system consists two procedures: rogue AP

detection and positioning. There are two techniques of rogue AP detection. The

first one is realized through analyzing the characteristics of network traffic at the

gateway, such as the connection time with mobile users [103] and the temporal

traffic characteristics [52]. Another mostly used rogue AP detection technique is

monitoring the wireless networks through keeping recording the properties of all

APs in the network, such as MAC addresses, SSID, and vendor name. During the

monitoring process, monitors distributed in the environment would periodically

scan the spectrum at 2.4 and 5 GHz using wireless sniffers. A reference properties

would be collected from legitimate APs and they would be compared with these

new periodical records to distinguish whether rogue APs appear [89]. Actually, the

second rogue AP detection technique performs good in general, and there are already

some commercial products [62].

Rogue AP positioning is a vital task to solve the potential privacy problem.

Generally, there are two basic signal measurements adopted by localization systems,

the CSI measurement and RSS measurement. The first one is a fine-grained

information provided by commercial Wi-Fi cards from physical layer and is applied

to many localization systems recent years. A direction determination approach was

proposed in [104], which firstly utilized the CSI amplitude of time domain to conduct

the estimation of rogue AP’s direction, and then applies triangulation method to

determine where it is in. However, the drawback was that it works well in Line of

Sight (LOS) environment, but if there were walls between the mobile user and the

rogue AP, it needs to adjust the direction which brings in complexity and errors.

The authors in [32] also presented a developed self-adaptive MUSIC algorithm

based on CSI measurement to estimate the rogue AP’s direction. [12] proposes a
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method through simple gesture, besides adopting the CSI information to calibrate the

direction of the rogue AP, it also utilizes the Fresnel zone information to calculate

the rogue AP’s location. Due that CSI measurement is from dozens of sub-carriers in

physical layer which brings phase deviation and difficulty of data extraction, hence,

RSS measurement is mostly adopted by localization systems with convenient data

accessibility.

Localizing rogue AP exploiting RSS measurement has three typical techniques,

signal model based, gradient based, and fingerprint based. For the first technique, a

wireless signal attenuation model is firstly applied to calculate the distance between

three or above known monitors’ locations, and then it estimates the location of rogue

AP based on the principle of triangulation [73]. Signal model based technique has

also been applied to mobile user localization systems whose target of localization is

mobile user, and it has a similar drawback that when the wireless signal attenuation

model could not be appropriate to describe the environment, the positioning accuracy

is low. Authors in [124] proposed a gradient based technique which firstly aimed at

finding the minus gradient of the rogue AP and then applies triangulation method

based on the selected gradient directions to calculate rogue AP’s location. However,

the positioning accuracy of this technique fully depends on the estimation of rogue

AP’s gradient direction, once the gradient direction is wrong, localizing rogue AP

fails. Fingerprint based technique is mostly utilized in recent years as compared to

the above two mentioned techniques, since it offers both higher positioning accuracy

and ubiquity. This popular technique is similarly applied to mobile user aimed

positioning system, but there is a slight difference between them, which we will

describe in details in Section 4.2.3.

Actually, the CS kernel in mobile user aimed positioning system is always treated

as the result of AP selection [26]. Similarly, in rogue AP aimed positioning system,

we treat the CS kernel as the result of monitor selection, which contains the specific

number of monitors and their selection scheme. Most researches utilize two existing
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AP selection methods to optimize CS kernel. For example, [121] proposes a Strongest

based method which aims to select a subset of APs that provide coverage and accurate

measurements for most of the time. Another typical AP selection method named as

Fisher Criterion was proposed in [60], which quantified the discrimination ability of

fingerprints and took the stability into account simultaneously.

2.2 Fingerprint Processing

2.2.1 Feature Extraction

In fact, many researches adopt the raw record RSS directly to construct the fingerprint

database, which could causemany problems. First of all, raw fingerprint itself contains

a lot of noise and highly nonlinearity [96], so that it brings about inaccurate positioning

results. Second, in large-scale environment, raw fingerprint is composed of large

number of APs, which sometimes is over 100. As mentioned above in Section 1.2.2,

the dimension of the fingerprint database wholly depends on the number of anchor

nodes and RPs. Therefore, it would lead to the curse of dimensionality problem, and

indicates a high-consuming storage. Besides, due that we should compare the online

measurements with the fingerprint database to estimate the target’s location, such

high-dimension fingerprints can lead to excessive computational overhead at online

stage. When it comes to handheld devices, excessive demand for storage space and

computational burden are unbearable. To address these problems, existing methods

are prone to leverage AP selection method or feature extraction method [9].

AP selection method measures the discriminant ability of APs and select the

most discriminative ones. For example, a subset of APs which have the minimum

correlation and maximum discriminative abilities are selected [60]. Besides, Youssef

[121] prefers the APs which have stronger RSS for positioning. AP selection methods

can no doubt decrease the complexity of computation and database size. While they

would unavoidably miss the discriminative information carried by unselected APs.
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By contrast, feature extraction method reorganizes the fingerprints by projecting

them into a subspace which would preserve the data structure of the original space.

There are several linear dimensionality reduction (DR) methods, such as principle

component analysis (PCA) [6] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [117]. PCA

finds the principle components of raw fingerprints data, while LDA takes advantage

of discriminant components. Many other developed researches based on them are

also proposed. However, both of them fail to capture the nonlinear RSS patterns.

Generally, in an indoor environment, RSS values are affected by walls and obsta-

cles, which may reflect and propagate the signals and offer a nonlinear transformation

between RSS values and physical position. Therefore, the nonlinear feature should be

extracted. Nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods include kernel based methods

and manifold learning based methods. The former one is the nonlinear extension

of some linear algorithms. Take KPCA [118] as an example, it is an extension of

PCA, and it performs feature extraction in a kernel based space, where the nonlinear

RSS patterns are well captured. The disadvantage of kernel based methods is that

it incurs high computation cost. Manifold learning methods focus on preserving

the intrinsic geometry structure of RSS space. T-distributed stochastic neighbor

embedding (TSNE) [74] is a good kind of manifold learning method which is widely

used in data mining.

2.2.2 Fingerprint Clustering

A coarse localization stage could reduce the search space of the target location to a

smaller number of RPs, and this procedure is typically called offline clustering, where

the sub-set of RPs of a cluster are grouped together based on a similarity metric

by computing their similarities of RSS measurements in signal space. Then it will

be followed by a fine localization which searches in the refined group of RPs when

matching the online records. The most well-known clustering method is K-means

[11], which allows the fingerprint database to be divide into K groups based on
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a similarity measurement so that each group includes similar RPs. This method

defines the value ofK in advance, and starts with a random initial point to update

the group centers. A weighted clustering was further developed based on K-means

in [2], where a weight is assigned to each group when minimizing the objective

function. Affinity propagation clustering is another popular clustering method mainly

utilized in positioning systems [27]. It takes the negative squared error to measure

the similarity between two RPs and considers all RPs are the node of a graph. This

method finds the cluster head based on an iterative message exchange between these

RP nodes. Compared with K-means, this method does not rely on the initialization

and is no need to set the number of clusters in advance. Authors in [43] proposed

a spectral clustering method where the similarity measurement was the pairwise

cosine similarity between an RP and the mean of RP nodes in a specified cluster. A

layered clustering method was proposed in [56] which utilized the Hamming distance

between offline fingerprints and online records as the similarity measurements. [69]

proposes a splitting-based clustering method which does not form groups based on

similarity measurement, it starts from the whole RP nodes and splits into four groups

at each iteration. Then a score is defined based on the mean value and variance of

fingerprints for RPs in each group to represent the distinction among the current

level of sub-groups. However, these existing clustering methods which only consider

the similarities in signal space may lead to a phenomenon that there may exist RPs

belonging to the same group in signal space while their coordinates in physical space

are far away from each other.

2.2.3 Outiler Detection

There are many causes leading to the online measurements experience outliers, such

as the intermittent unavailability or error of transmitting devices, the introduce of

extra indoor obstacles, or the transmit power adaption. If the online measurement

is highly different from the corresponding offline fingerprint, it would reduce the
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positioning accuracy. While only few researches have focused on outlier detection

in fingerprinting positioning system. Hampel filter was introduced in [13], which

utilized the outlier-resistant median and median absolute deviation from the median

to replace the outlier-sensitive mean and standard deviation estimates. [61] proposes

a modified KNN method which detects the outliers through computing the Euclidean

distance between the online measurements and fingerprint database over a modified

sub-set of APs.

2.3 Error Bound Analysis

2.3.1 Perspective of Signal Measurement

Generally, we always use the Lower Positioning Error Bound (LPEB) to measure the

localization performance of positioning system. It is interesting and significant to

analyze the LPEB, due it can not only mathematically present the particular factors

affecting the positioning accuracy, but also offer an effective criterion to optimize the

network or localization algorithm which aims at achieving high positioning accuracy

[129]. Although numerous works refer to LPEB analysis have been conducted in

sensor networks [59], [58], up to present, there are only few researches paying

attention to it in WLAN positioning system. The most representative work is based

on the knowledge of Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB).

CRLB can describe the bound of positioning errors from the perspective of

measurement, which means that localization performance analyzing model or

formulation is based on measurements, such as signal measurement (e.g, RSS

or CSI), range measurement (e.g., TOA), and angle measurement (e.g., AOA). For

example, authors in [49] deduces the CRLB of positioning system adopting RSS

as signal measurement. The CRLB of CSI-based signal measurement positioning

system is also deduced in [35]. [17] transforms the classical TDOA measurement to

a range measurement model to deduce its CRLB. A angle measurement model is also
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constructed in [106], and the derivation of CRLB is completed based on it. [68] derives

the CRLB based on the combination of fingerprint database and some assistant nodes

into together, which contains RSS measurement and range measurement. Positioning

system adopts hybrid measurements of angle and RSS is also analyzed in [66].

Generally, CRLB has a fundamental prerequisite that the observations conditioned

on the estimated parameters’ Probability Density Function (PDF) should be clearly

formulated [93], which means that in RSS exploited positioning systems, the PDF

of signal should be known in advance. The most common treatment is assuming

the signal obeys a specific distribution. For example, [47] deduces the CRLB for

positioning system adopting the signal strength difference (SSD) data as fingerprints,

where the signal is assumed to obey Gaussian Distribution and a joint PDF with

respecting the fingerprints from all APs is constructed. Besides the most assumption

of Gaussian Distribution, Rayleigh Distribution and Rice Distribution, as other two

signal distributions, are also utilized in [128]. It assumes the signal would obey these

mentioned distributions under different scenarios or conditions, then deduces the

CRLB under these signal distributions, respectively. Besides the traditional CRLB

derivation, researches also have proposed some improvements on it. Authors in

[126] develops an extended recursive CRLB, where multiple information is fused in

a complex environment, such as the the related prior information and the sequential

position state propagation. As mentioned above, CRLB can also be applied to

optimize networks, for example, in [53], it proposes a heuristic AP selection scheme

which calculates the contribution of each AP in terms of the CRLB, and selects

these APs with large contribution scores to localization. [129] also proposes an AP

deployment approach using the CRLB as criterion.

2.3.2 Perspective of Positioning Algorithm

In fact, there are few researches focusing on performance analysis for a given

algorithm, it is even less for the mostly utilized KNN. To the best of our knowledge,
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only [114] investigates the theoretical accuracy of it, which considers the number

and distances of nearest RPs to deduce the specific positioning error. Besides, to

improve the performance of traditional KNN algorithm, many developments have

been proposed. However, they mainly focus on introducing the "weights" (i.e.,

weighted KNN) based on various metrics rather than the value of K which we all

know is one of the factor affecting the estimating result. Authors in [79] propose an

adaptive KNN, in which RPs whose signal distances from the online record are less

than a threshold are selected. Then these selected RPs are processed using clustering

method, and the RPs in the same cluster are defined as the nearest RPs. Due it needs

extra clustering processing, it is a little time consuming.
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Chapter 3

Projection-induced Access Point Deployment

Optimization

3.1 Motivation
Generally, the existing infrastructures of AP deployment aim at providing wireless

communications rather than positioning, which may result in the inefficiency when

they are applied to positioning systems directly. Therefore, it is imperative to study

on the deployment of APs, which is dedicated to improving the performance of

positioning systems.

Aswementioned in Section 1.1.2, the RSS based fingerprinting positioning system

consists of two phases: the offline calibration phase and online positioning phase.

Particularly, the tasks during the offline phase include AP deployment optimization,

RSS collection from every RPs, and database pre-processing and construction.

The tasks during the online phase include RSS recording and processing, position

estimation using matching algorithm, and updating the database with online recorded

RSS. Among these procedures, the deployment of AP has great impact on the

distribution of signal features, which form the basis of RSS based fingerprinting

positioning. Therefore, AP deployment optimization plays a significant role in the

positioning system.
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In Section 2.1.2, we have seen that most of these AP deployment optimization

works mainly focused on enlarging the probabilities of small errors while ignoring

the probabilities of big errors. However, we observer that, firstly, big error should be

paid more attention due it could significantly affect the user’s experience. Secondly,

the RSS values at one RP are not stable and changes over time due to the interference

in complex environments, and some of the values may vary a lot compared with

the average, which are considered as outliers. Conventional methods considered

all RSS vectors collected in every RP without outlier detection when constructing

objective function, but these outliers may have negative impact on searching the

final optimal solution. Finally, when solving the defined optimization objective

function, the optimization search algorithms are utilized, which would bring the

computing consumption with iterations. In contrast, in our thesis, we construct

the objective function based on the principle of decreasing the probabilities of big

errors, and before computing the objective function, KNN graph based on signal

space combined with the physical space is applied to do outlier detection previously.

Furthermore, it solves the objective function from the projection perspective to obtain

the final optimal AP deployment, which can overcome the aforementioned limitations

brought by optimization search algorithms and provide a novel perspective to express

optimization targets.

3.2 Problem Formulation

3.2.1 Objective Function Construction

Given a AP deployment with the AP number N , in the offline phase, the RSS from

all the APs at one RP generated a RSS vector in signal space, denoted as

rssi = [r1i, r2i, · · · , rNi]T (3.1)
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where rni represents the RSS in the ith RP from the nth AP. Therefore, the database

in the signal space, which is known as fingerprints, can be represented as

D = [rss1, rss2, ..., rssM ]N×M

=


r11 . . . r1M

... . . . ...

rN1 · · · rNM


(3.2)

whereM is the total number of RPs. The corresponding coordinates of each rssi in

physical space is denoted as (xi, yi) (i = 1, · · · ,M) , and the constructed fingerprints

combined with coordinates in physical space is also called radio map.

In fingerprint positioning system, there is a common phenomenon that two RPs

far away from each other in the physical space may generate similar RSS vector in

the signal space, which is named as positioning ambiguity [128]. It would cause

positioning accuracy reduction and is one of the sources to produce the big errors.

For example, Figure 3.1 shows a typical office building structure, in which room

1 and room 5 have similar fingerprints (the same to room 2 and room 6, etc.). We

can see that user in room 1 would have high probability to be estimated in room 5,

and the position error is big enough to affect the user’s experience. Besides, we can

further understand the importance of AP deployment, which is the basic factor to

cause positioning ambiguity phenomenon.

To reduce the probabilities of big errors, regional positioning precision should

be guaranteed which indicates a high classification accuracy. Therefore, our AP

deployment principal in this chapter is maximizing the fingerprint discrimination

among different subareas, and minimize the fingerprint discrimination among RPs in

the same subarea simultaneously. It is inspired from the same principle of Linear

Discriminant Analysis [117] which aims at improving the classification accuracy

after data transformation. Specifically, we divide the target environment into J

physical subareas, and label every RP samples with yi, here yi ∈ {C1, C2, . . . , CJ}.
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Room 1
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Figure 3.1: Typical office building structure of fingerprinting ambiguity.

We define Xj(j = 1, 2 . . . J) as the dataset generated by RPs belong to thej−th

physical subarea, and Qj(j = 1, 2 . . . J) as the available number of RPs in it, which

would be detailed in Section 3.2.2. Unlike the traditional distance or similarity based

methods to measure the fingerprint discrimination, in this chapter, the statistics based

measurements intra-class and inter-class scatter matrices are utilized to describe

the fingerprint discriminations among different subareas and the same subarea,

respectively. The optimal objective function is as follows

arg max︸ ︷︷ ︸
deployment

J(deployment) = Sb
Sw

Sw =
J∑
j=1

P (j)
Qj−1

∑
rssm∈Xj

(rssm−µj)(rssm−µj)T

Sb =
J∑
j=1

P (j)(µj − µ)(µj − µ)T

µj = 1
Qj

∑
rssm∈Xj

rssm(j = 1, 2 . . . J)

µ = 1
M

M∑
m=1

rssm

(3.3)

where µj is the mean vector of the RPs that belong to subarea Cj , µ is the mean

vector of all the RP fingerprints, Sw and Sb represent the intra-class and inter-class

scatter matrices respectively. P (j) is the prior probability of the j−th category.
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3.2.2 Outlier Detection

When computing the objective function, most researches utilizes all the RSS vectors

of RPs without doing outlier detection. These outliers may contribute more to

the objective function so that have a negative impact on the final solution. In

contrast, we would do outlier detection previously to obtain the available number

of RPs Qj(j = 1, 2 . . . J). Traditional outlier in fingerprint database is defined as

an observation that deviates too much from the other observations so that it arouses

suspicions that it was an anomalies present due to the complex wireless propagation

mechanism. These outliers which mutate obviously are also named as “dominant

outliers” in this chapter and clustering technologies based on signal space are always

applied to detect them, such as KNN graph [76]. In addition, as we need to calculate

intra-class and inter-class scatter matrices using RSS values in signal space, but

the “class” here is the physical subarea which is divided manually, therefore, its

effectiveness is guaranteed based on the condition that the RPs in each subarea should

preserve the neighborhood relations in both signal and physical space. That is to say,

fingerprints attributes to one class in signal space, their corresponding coordinates

should also be in the same physical subarea. We define the RP which does not match

this condition as “hidden outlier”, which should also be also detected. Unlike the

traditional KNN graph method which only focused on signal space to detect dominant

outliers, in this chapter, we utilize KNN graph technology considering signal space

combined with physical space, to detect both dominant and hidden outliers.

KNN graph G = (V, E) is based on the classical KNN algorithm, in which

every vertex V represents a single RSS vector at one RP in signal space, and E are

the edges corresponding to the other K neighbor RSS vectors in terms of a given

distance function which is as follows

dim = ‖rssi − rssm‖2 =

√√√√ N∑
n=1

(rni − rmm)2. (3.4)
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Algorithm 3.1: Outlier detection based on KNN-graph
Input: The number of RPsM ; fingerprint database D; value of K;

threshold Tr
1 for all i, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} do
2 for allm,m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} do
3 compute Euclidean distance between rssi and rssm, i.e., dim;
4 saving the corresponding values to matrix V ;

5 sort the column value of V in descending order;
6 for all i, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} do
7 for all j, j ∈ {1, . . . , K} do

8 compute the average distance to its K neighbors: 1
K

K∑
j

Vij;

9 if 1
K

K∑
j

Vij > Tr then mark the ith RP as dominant outlier;

10 for all i, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} do
11 if the coordinates of the ith RP and its K neighbors are not in the same

subarea then mark the ith RP as hidden outlier;

For a given RSS vector rssi, considering all pairwise distances dim(m =

1, · · · ,M), it would connect with other RSS vectors whose dim attributes to the K

smallest distances. Therefore, the graph can be constructed by exhaustive search.

Based on the constructed KNN graph in signal space, we firstly utilize the

conventional threshold-based method [42] to find the dominant outliers. It defines

that all the vertexes with larger average distance between its K neighbors than the

threshold are dominant outliers. For example the ith RP is a dominant outlier when
1
K

K∑
k=1

d′ik > Tr, here Tr is the threshold value, d′ik is distance of ith RP between its

k−th neighbor.

Then, we transformed the KNN graph in signal space to physical space, which

means that the coordinate of ith RP would connected the coordinates of its signal

space neighbors. With checking the transformed physical KNN graph, the hidden

outlier is marked when itself and its neighbors are not in the same subarea. The

corresponding pseudo-code of the proposed outlier detection method is shown as

Algorithm 3.1.
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3.3 Model Solution

3.3.1 Preliminary of Projection

In mathematics, any vector x is consist of the linear combination with a series of

basis

x = [x1, x2, · · · , xL]T = x′1w′1 + x′2w′2 + · · ·+ x′Lw′L (3.5)

whereW′= [w′1,w
′
2 · · · ,w′L] is a group of basis vectors in the L-dimensional space,

x′l(l = 1, 2, · · · , L) is the corresponding projection values of l−th axis. Generally,

the traditional presented vector x = [x1, x2, · · · , xN ]T is based on a group of standard

orthonormal basis vectors by default, which means that w′1,w
′
L is a group of standard

orthonormal basis vectors, then

x = [x1, · · · , xL]T = x1[1, . . . , 0]T + · · ·+ xL[0, . . . , 1]T . (3.6)

Considering a new group of basis W= [w1,w2, · · · ,wN ], the corresponding projec-

tion values are calculated as a matrix representation

xnew = [x1
new, . . . , xL

new]T = [w1, · · · ,wN ]T [x1, . . . , xL]T . (3.7)

This process is named as a projection from basis vectors W′ to W. Here W′ is the

original space, W constructs projection space, which is also named as projection

matrix. Specially, if N < L , we called it as dimensionality reduction process.

3.3.2 Model Solution Based on Projection

Assuming that L candidate locations are provided for a positioning system, the target

is to choose N(N < L) locations to deploy APs in terms of the objective function.

Traditional solution either to use exhaustive methods with high time consumption,

or optimization search algorithms which would obtain a local rather than a global

optimal solution. In contrast, we innovatively proposed a new optimization approach

from the projection perspective. Specifically, we assume that each AP deployment
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with a given AP number , offers a unique group of basis vectors in the dimensional

space. This assumption is reasonable because the fingerprints of the same RPs varies

with different AP deployments. Therefore, finding out the optimal AP deployment

is transformed to the optimal group of basis vectors. Distributing every candidate

location a AP, there could obtain a database with L dimensional space, and we can

view finding out the optimal group of basis vectors as a projection process from L to

N dimensional space.

Considering the database with L-dimensional space as a “reference database”

and assuming that it offers a group of standard orthonormal basis vectors. Then it

can be written as

rssrfm = [r1m, r2m, · · · , rLm]T (m = {1, 2, · · · ,M})

DL = [rssrf 1, rss
rf

2, ..., rss
rf
M ]L×M

. (3.8)

Similarly, the intra-class and inter-class scatter matrices under this reference

database can be calculated as

Srfw =
J∑
j=1

P (j)

Qrfj −1

∑
rssrfm ∈Xj

(rssrfm−µj)(rssrfm−µj)
T

Srfb =
J∑
j=1

P (j)(µrfj − µrf )(µrfj − µrf )
T

µrfj = 1

Qrfj

∑
rssrfm ∈Xj

rssrfm ; µrf = 1
M

M∑
i=1

rssrfm (j = 1, 2 . . . J)

. (3.9)

If the optimalAPdeployment offers a group of basis vectorsW= [w1, · · · ,wN ]L×N

and (N < L), then corresponding projection fingerprint database is

DN = [w1, · · · ,wN ]T
[
rssrf1 , rss

rf
2 , . . . , rss

rf
M

]
= WTDL. (3.10)

Since the fingerprint database DN in the N -dimensional projection space is the

received transmit power from APs, which indicates that all the elements in DN

should be positive, so based on the above optimal objective function Equation (3.3),

now finding out the optimal deployment is turned to learn a group of projection
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basis vectors W= [w1, · · · ,wN ]L×N . The objective function is deduced as follows

arg max︸ ︷︷ ︸
W

J(W) = Sb
Sw

=
WTSrfb W

WTSrfw W

subject to WTDL ≥ 0

(3.11)

where Sb and Sw are the intra-class and inter-class scatter matrices in the N -

dimensional projection space respectively. Since

max J(W) =
WTSrfb W

WTSrfw W
equal to max F(W) =

∏
diag

WTSrfb W∏
diag

WTSrfw W
(3.12)

Therefore, the final optimal objective function is defined as

arg max︸ ︷︷ ︸
W

F(W) =

∏
diag

WTSrfb W∏
diag

WTSrfw W

subject to WTDL ≥ 0

(3.13)

where
∏
diag

A represents the product of the principal diagonal of matrix A . Analyzing

the Equation (3.13), we derive that

F(W) =

∏
diag

WTSrfb W∏
diag

WTSrfw W
=

N∏
n=1

wn
TSrfb wn

N∏
n=1

wn
TSrfw wn

=
N∏
n=1

wn
TSrfb wn

wn
TSrfw wn

. (3.14)

Because w1, · · · ,wN are independent each other, we can decompose the Equa-

tion (3.14) as sub-objective functions

arg max︸ ︷︷ ︸
wn

F(wn) =
wnTSrfb wn

wnTSrfw wn
(n= 1, · · · , N)

subject to wn
T rssm ≥ 0 (m= 1, · · · ,M)

(3.15)

F(wn) is a typical form of Generalized Rayleigh Quotient whose range of value is as

follows

λmin ≤
wn

TSrfb wn

wn
TSrfw wn

≤ λmax. (3.16)

Here λmin and λmax are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of (Srfw )−1Srfb

, respectively. Therefore the optimal solution is to choose N eigenvalues from

the L eigenvalues of (Srfw )−1Srfb in decreasing order which should satisfy the

constrains wn
T rssm ≥ 0 simultaneously, and w1,w2, · · · ,wN are the corresponding
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eigenvectors. The detailed derivation process is as follows.

Setting the denominator of F(wn) as a constrain with constant one, the objective

function is converted to

minf(wn) =− wn
TSrfb wn

subject to h(wn) = wn
TSrfw wn − 1 = 0

g(wn) = −wn
T rssm ≤ 0 (m= 1, . . . ,M).

(3.17)

Equation (3.17) is a typical constrained problem, it is normally to introduce the

Lagrangian function

L(wn,λn,µ) =− wn
TSrfb wn + αn(wn

TSrfw wn − 1)−
M∑
m=1

µmwn
T rssm (3.18)

where the αn is the Lagrange multiplier associated with h(wn), µm is the nonnegative

Lagrange multiplier associated with g(wn). The objective function can be described

as a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions

(1) : ∇wnL(wn,λn,µ) =− 2Srfb wn + 2αnS
rf
w wn −

M∑
m=1

µmrssm = 0

(2) : −wn
T rssm ≤ 0

(3) :wn
TSrfw wn − 1 = 0

(4) :µm ≥ 0

(5) : −µmwn
T rssm = 0

. (3.19)

For satisfying the KKT conditions (5), there are only two cases existed.

Case one: µm = 0 (m= 1, · · · ,M), substituting it into KKT (1), we obtain

Srfb wn = αnS
rf
w wn(n= 1, · · · , N). (3.20)

Therefore, we choose N eigenvalues of in decreasing order which should

satisfy the KKT (2) simultaneously , and the optimal solution w1, · · · ,wN are the

corresponding eigenvectors.
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of the proposed projection-induced solution.

Case two: wn
T rssm = 0, similarly, substituting it into KKT (1), we obtain

−2Srfb wn + 2αnS
rf
w wn −

M∑
m=1

µmrssm = 0

wn
TSrfb wn = wn

TαnS
rf
w w′n − 1

2

M∑
m=1

µmwn
T rssm

λmin ≤ αn =
wnTSrfb wn

wnTSrfw wn
≤ λmax

. (3.21)

Due that we should find out the minimum value of f(wn), so the solution is the

same as case one.

Plugging the optimal W= [w1, · · · ,wN ] into Equation (3.10), Then the optimal

fingerprint database DN is obtained. Since DN is the projection optimal database, it

indicates that the real database D constructed by AP deployment would not satisfied

DN completely. Hence we compare DN with the database D of each AP deployment

to obtain the most similar one. Although comparing with database of each AP

deployment is an exhaustive method, it doesn’t cost high time consumption due to the

only once computing distance matrix. The flowchart of the proposed AP deployment

solution is as Figure 3.2.
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Collecting RSS

AP

Figure 3.3: Photos of real experimental en-
vironment

Figure 3.4: Interface of our developed
software for RSS data recording.
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Figure 3.5: Environmental layout with seven candidate AP locations

3.4 Performance Evaluation

3.4.1 Environmental Setup

To evaluate the performance of the proposed projection-induced AP deployment

optimization, we operate the experiments on a real environment (see Figure 3.3),

where the dimensions are 64.6m by 18.5m. The target environment is divided into

five subareas, and it has 363 RPs (with “·”) separated with the same interval 1.2 m, as

shown in Figure 3.5. Due to the space limitation, we set the total candidate number

of locations as seven, which are labeled as respectively. Five D-Link DAP 2310 APs

are applied as the signal transmitters with 2.4 GHz frequency. In offline stage, we

record 200 samples at each RP using the developed software, as shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.6: Dominant outliers respect to two different values of K.

 

Figure 3.7: Hidden outliers

3.4.2 Outlier Detection Results

When fixing a proper threshold, the dominant outliers are detected on the basis of

average distance from its nearest neighbors, therefore the results depends on the

values of K. Figure 3.6 shows the dominant outlier results respect to two different

values.

Based on the previous description, the hidden outliers are related to the dividing

of physical subareas. In this experiment, we divided the target environment as five

subareas in terms of the building structure, and the hidden outlier detection results is

shown in Figure 3.7, in which hidden outliers connecting its neighbor RPs using one

color line but appear in other subareas.

3.4.3 Access Point Deployment Results

The final AP deployments produced by our approach with and without filtering these

outliers are illustrated in Table 3.1. Here the final scheme of AP deployments under

K = 3 andK = 4 are the same, the reason is that when setting the threshold T = 12

, the outliers whenK = 4 are only two more thanK = 3 , which could not affect the
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Number
of APs

Optimal Candidate AP location ID
With filtering outliers Without filtering outliers

1 2 1
2 2,7 1,2
3 2,4,7 1,2,7
4 1,2,4,7 1,2,5,7

Table 3.1: Optimal groups of candidate AP locations

objective function sufficiently.

The effectiveness of AP deployment is evaluated in terms of the positioning

accuracy, which is defined as the Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of errors.

Figure 3.8 shows the performance of the above two AP deployment schemes respect

to different number of APs, which would illustrate the impact of outlier detection

furtherly.

From the above results, we can find that doing outlier detection previously could

increase the performance of avoiding big positioning errors especially for few APs.

For example, the probabilities of positioning errors within 15 meters with and without

outlier detection are 81% and 90% respectively, which increases about 9 percentages.

When considering four APs scenario, the enhancement of performance with doing

outlier detection is not significant. To be clear, in Figure 3.9, the mean of positioning

errors versus number of APs under these two schemes are also given.

The above performance figures respect to different number of APs demonstrate

that doing outlier detection previously could increase the positioning accuracy

especially for few APs. In addition, we evaluate the positioning performance under

three AP deployments which generated by different AP optimization approaches:

Random, developed maximum Euclidean Distance (Developed Maximum ED) of

RSS [20], and Max-min Euclidean Distance (Max-min ED) of RSS [127]. The

conventional Random chooses AP locations randomly in the environment. Developed

Maximum ED aims at maximizing the Euclidean Distance sum of RSS from a set of
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Figure 3.8: CDFs of positioning errors under AP deployments with and without
outlier detection, respectively.
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Figure 3.9: Mean of positioning errors versus number of APs.

RPs whose geometric distances from RP are smaller than a constant. Max-min ED

aims at minimizing the Euclidean distances of RPs within the circle, and maximizing
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(a) With 1 AP.
 

(b) With 2 APs.

 

(c) With 3 APs.
 

(d) With 4 APs.

Figure 3.10: AP deployment based on different approaches versus number of APs.

the Euclidean distances outside the circle simultaneously. To be visualized, AP

deployments based on these three approaches under different number of APs are

given in Figure 3.10.

To verify the performance of reducing big error cases, we count the number of

Test Points whose positioning errors are more than a given threshold under these AP

deployments. It is shown as Figure 3.11.

From these figures, it demonstrates that the proposed Projection-induced AP

deployment approach, compared with other approaches, it does decrease the big

error cases, which achieves the goal of AP deployment as mentioned in Section 3.2

when constructing the objective function. As an example, when there is one AP

in the environment, no Test Point that its positioning error is more than 30 meters

with our approach, while 7 and 4 Test Points exist using Developed Maximum ED

and Max-min approaches, respectively. Considering four APs environment, there

are 1 and 4 Test Points whose positioning errors are more than 25 meters, but no

Test Point utilizing our approach. Furthermore, by considering these four scenarios,

Figure 3.12 shows some numerical results about the positioning accuracy in terms of

mean of positioning errors compared with others. It demonstrates that the proposed
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Figure 3.11: Number of Test Points with big positioning errors.
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Figure 3.12: Mean of positioning errors versus number of APs.

Projection-induced AP deployment approach could preserve a good positioning

accuracy for the whole positioning system, without weakening the positioning ability

when reducing big error cases.
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3.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented a novel approach of AP deployment for a fingerprint

positioning system which aims at decreasing the big error cases. It constructs the

objective function based on the statistical characteristics rather than the conventional

Euclidean distance to measure the discrimination of RP, and solve the objection

function from the projection perspective. It avoids the conventional optimization

solutions based on searching algorithms which cost high time consumption. In

addition, unlike most of other AP deployment researches which considering all RSS

vectors when computing the objective function, we do outlier detection previously

using KNN graph technology. It filters these dominant and hidden outliers which

are defined in this chapter, and could eliminate the negative impact brought by these

outliers. The proposed approach is examined on a real-world dataset and reaches

very promising experimental results.
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Chapter 4

Joint Compressive Sensing Kernel

Optimization and Outlier Detection

4.1 Motivation
In Section 1.1 we introduced that WLAN is a pervasive infrastructure in communica-

tions which plays an increasing important role in our daily lives. However, although

that people could access the Internet any-time and any-where makes our lives easier

and more convenient, there emerges increasing privacy and security threats. Rogue

AP, as one of the threats, is defined as an unauthorized AP, which is deployed by an

adversary to operate a man-in-the-middle attack rather than the WLAN administrator

[48]. As far as we know, adversaries usually install two wireless cards into a rogue

AP, and one is used for connecting with any one of the authorized legitimate APs

in the wireless network and the other is disguised as a legitimate AP for mobile

users to connect with [38]. Under this setup, wireless communications could be

eavesdropped successfully by a rogue AP, and once a mobile user connects with it,

there may occur a variety of malicious attacks which would result in a disclosure

of user’s private information. Even worse, the connected wireless network may

suffer from considerable damage. [109] reports that nowadays about 20% of the

corporations exist rogue APs in their communication networks and these rogue APs
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have conducted numerous potential targeted cyber-attacks. Hence, both the academic

and the industrial sector have focused on detecting and localizing rogue AP recently.

Due that the detection technique is mature nowadays, therefore, in this chapter, we

mainly focus on rogue AP localization after detecting it appears in the communication

network.

As we mentioned in Section 1.2.2, there are two categories of localization

methods based on fingerprinting user aimed positioning system. The first one

is a signal-distance-based method which aims at selecting RPs whose distances

between the offline fingerprints and the online RSS measurements are smallest (i.e.

smallest distances in signal space), and one of the most well-known distance metric

is Euclidean distance, along with the most well-known KNN localization method.

The second one is a CS based sparse recovery method which is introduced in recent

years [28]. It formulates the mobile user’s location as a sparse vector in discrete

spatial domain and applies the sparse recovery method to recover it. Although CS

based sparse recovery method is one of the most prominent localization methods and

has been widely utilized in mobile user aimed positioning systems, as far as we know,

it has not been presented in rogue AP aimed positioning systems. In addition, when

applying it to the mobile user aimed positioning system, we still face some challenges,

i) a key factor of applying the CS based sparse recovery method successfully is

choosing an appropriate CS kernel, hence, CS kernel optimization is important [116];

ii) it needs a coarse localization as the two-step procedure followed by fine localization,

if it fails, it would lead to a wrong subset of RPs and the entire localization fails

[19]; iii) the traditional CS model is sensitive to outliers, and it assumes the online

RSS measurements only have normal noise, however, online measurements may

experience outliers due to unforeseen reasons [55]. When designing the CS kernel,

existing works are all from the perspective of maximizing the discrimination ability

of fingerprints rather than sparse recovery ability. Moreover, there is no guidance

of choosing the specific number of anchor nodes. When conducting clustering
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algorithms to do coarse localization, most of these existing clustering algorithms

are based on the signal measurement, however, in fingerprinting positioning system,

we actually not only know the signal measurements of RPs, but also know their

corresponding physical coordinates, which are prior information. Unfortunately, the

physical information has not been utilized. Besides, clustering results only based

on signal space would decrease the location accuracy due that some RPs’ signal

measurement would be singular. When considering outliers, most of these existing

methods need an extra procedure before the fine localization, which increases the

time consumption.

To respond to these mentioned challenges, in our thesis, we propose a joint

rogue AP localization and outlier detection scheme leveraging CS based sparse

recovery technique. Specifically, to optimize the CS kernel, first of all, the minimum

number requirement of monitors is deduced through justifying the validity of the

problem formulation theoretically. Then an Equiangular Tight Frame (ETF) based

monitors selection scheme from the perspective of sparse recovery ability is proposed.

Moreover, a novel ObjectWeightingAffinity Propagation (OWAP)method is proposed

to cluster the offline fingerprints to do coarse localization. When computing the

similarities, unlike traditional affinity propagation clustering method which views

each object equally, we utilize the prior physical coordinates information to assign

weight to each object. What’s more, the traditional CS model is improved to jointly

conduct rogue AP localization and outlier detection.

4.2 Preliminary

4.2.1 Compressive Sensing Recovery

CS is a popular sparse recovery technique applied to sparse domain in signal

processing of communication systems in recent years. Using this technique, we

could adopt a much lower sampling frequency to recovery the original signals
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as compared with the traditional Nyquist criterion [29], so it could save channel

resources significantly. Two fundamental premises for applying the CS technique

are required, sparsity and incoherence. Here sparsity means there are only a small

number of non-zero elements, and it refers that the original signal should be sparse

or it is sparse in a certain domain. That is to say non-sparse original signal could

be represented sparsely through transforming to another domain, such as Fourier

domain and wavelet domain, and we call the corresponding domain as sparse domain.

The later premise refers that the relationship between domain basis and CS kernel is

incoherence.

Let the original signal y be aN×1 column vector in<N , and it has a sparse repre-

sentation in one certain sparse domain with the domain basis Ψ = [Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . ,ΨN ],

then y can be represented sparsely as

y = Ψs =
N∑
i=1

siΨi (4.1)

where s is the coefficient sequence of y in the transformed sparse domain and it is

a sparse column vector, each Ψi is a column vector, Ψ is the domain basis. If we

sample the original signal with a sampling matrix Φ with dimension ofM ×N , then

the corresponding sampling result is

y′ = Φy = ΦΨs = Θs (4.2)

where y′ is aM × 1 column vector, the sampling matrix Φ is also called CS kernel

, Θ = ΦΨ. Due that the y′, Φ and Ψ are already known by the signal receiving

terminal, therefore, the CS technique aims to reconstruct the sparse vector s, so that

it could recovery the original signal x using the inverse domain transform.

As we mentioned above, the relationship between domain basis and CS kernel

should be incoherence. Previous research has proved that if Θ = ΦΨ holds the

Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) condition, their relationship is regarded as

incoherence. Assuming s only has k non-zero elements (named as k-sparse vector)
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and k < M � N , under the parameters k and δ, if

1− δ ≤ ‖Θv‖2
2

‖v‖2
2

≤ 1 + δ for δ ∈ (0, 1) (4.3)

holds for all k−sparse vector v, then we call Θ satisfies RIP condition.

After satisfying these two premises, the sparse vector s could be well recovered

adopting l1−norm minimization

ŝ = arg min ‖s‖1

s.t. y = Θs

. (4.4)

If the received sampling result y′ has been corrupted with noise, then minimization

turns to
ŝ = arg min ‖s‖1

s.t. ‖y −Θs‖2 < ε

. (4.5)

Here ε represents the noise in the sampled data.

4.2.2 Compressive SensingApplication toUserAimedPositioning

System

This section provides the formulation of traditional mobile user aimed positioning

system using the CS technique. In the offline phase, the target environment is

divided into a set of Reference Points (RPs) V = {vj = (xj, yj) |j = 1, . . . , N},

where V defines the set of RPs’ coordinates, and N is the number of RPs. At

each RP, the mobile device records the RSS measurements from L available APs,

denoting as Ψj =
(
rss1

j , rss
2
j , · · · , rssLj

)T , then the entire fingerprint database can
be represented as

Ψ = [Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . ,ΨN ]

=


rss1

1 . . . rss1
N

... . . . ...

rssL1 · · · rssLN


. (4.6)
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In the online phase, a mobile user at his current location generates one observation

y =
(
rss1, rss2, . . . , rssL

)T . Conventional KNN method finds the K nearest

fingerprints through calculating the Euclidean distances between y and Ψ, and then

utilizes the associated RPs’ locations to estimate the mobile user’s location. While

for the CS technique, it formulates the localization as a sparse signal recover problem.

Specifically, the location of the mobile user is considered as a 1-sparse vector s in the

discrete spatial domain, whose all elements are zero except s(o) = 1, here o is the

index of the RP at which the mobile user is located, denoted as

s =[0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0]TN×1

↑the o−th column

. (4.7)

Theoretically, there is

y =



rss1

rss2

...

rssL


=


rss1

1 . . . rss1
N

... . . . ...

rssL1 · · · rssLN





0

...

1

...

0


. (4.8)

In the above equation, the non-sparse vector y can be regarded as having a sparse

representation in one certain domain with domain basis Ψ, and the location sparse

vector s is the coefficient sequence vector in the sparse domain, i.e., y = Ψs.

Hence, in order to apply the CS technique, it needs further to construct a CS kernel

ΦM×L = [φ1, . . . , φM ]T (M � L). As far as we know, all the current researches

treat the CS kernel as an an sampling matrix of APs (AP selection), so each row φi is

a L× 1 column vector with all elements equal to zero except φi(l) = 1. HereM and

l are the number and the index of selected APs, respectively.

φm = [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0]T ∀m = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (4.9)
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Based on the above description, the sampled online RSS measurements can be

expressed as

y′
M×1

= Φy =ΦΨs + ε. (4.10)

Here ε is the noise. Compared to Equation (4.2), we can see the Equation (4.10)

is a typical CS model, whose target is to obtain the mobile user’s location through

reconstructing the sparse vector s using l1−norm minimization. It noteworthy that

here the vector s is 1-sparse in theory, while in practice, due to the noise in the

online RSS measurements or the mobile user’s location deviation from its nearest

RP, it would be recovered as a k-sparse vector with few non-zero coefficients, which

indicates the probabilities of a mobile user located in the corresponding RPs. Besides,

this k-sparse vector would not affect the positioning performance, since as we

mentioned above, two key factors affecting the sparse recovery ability are the sparsity

and incoherence, which means that we only need to guarantee the sparsity without

considering its degree of sparsity. Moreover, due that y and Ψ are known and

immutable, the CS kernel Φ is the heart of applying the CS technique successfully.

4.2.3 Comparison between User and Rogue AP Positioning Sys-

tems

As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, the fingerprint based technique applied to rogue

AP and mobile user localization systems are similar but have slightly difference. It

also has two phases, the offline database construction phase and the online location

estimation phase. In the offline phase, due that a rogue AP has the same probability in

each RP, so each RP should be placed a rogue AP in theory, and then the distributed

monitors in the environment would collect RSS measurements from these rogue APs

to build the fingerprint database. While, unlike the fingerprint database of mobile

user aimed positioning system which is a real site survey, in rogue AP positioning

system, placing a rogue AP in each RP is not available in practice, so that all previous
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between mobile user and rogue AP localization systems.

researches adopt the signal propagation model to establish fingerprint database. In

the online phase, the constructed fingerprint database would be compared with the

new periodical RSS observations to estimate the rogue AP’s location. Figure 4.1

shows these two localization systems’ compositions, from which we can further see

that the role of monitor selection in rogue AP positioning system is the same as the

AP selection in mobile user aimed positioning system.

4.3 Joint Kernel Optimization and Outlier Detection

4.3.1 System Architecture

Since the rogue AP localization process starts after it is detected in the environment,

although our work does not contain rogue AP detection, in order to fully understand

how the system works, an entire system architecture containing rogue AP detection

and localization is presented in Figure 4.2. The system is a client-server architecture,

where several monitors are distributed into the environment as clients to periodically
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Figure 4.2: The entire system architecture: detection and localization.

collect all available APs’ data transmission and signal characteristics, and then they

would report these measurements to the server to conduct detection procedure through

comparing them with pre-constructed database of these legitimate APs. Once a

rogue AP has a high probability to appear in the network, the sever would start to

conduct localization procedure.

4.3.2 Coarse Localization: OWAP-based Fingerprint Clustering

Offline clustering narrows the searching area into a subset of the RPs, which would

decrease the computational complexity in the online phase. Traditional researches

utilize the clustering algorithms directly, which cluster these RPs into several groups

in terms of the similarities of RSS measurements. However, only considering RSS

measurements in signal space would bring a shortcoming that there may exist RPs

whose RSS measurements belonging to the same group while their coordinates in

physical space are far away from each other. This clustering results would decrease

the location accuracy. Therefore, in this chapter, we propose a novel OWAP clustering
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method which combines the RSSmeasurements in signal space with the prior physical

coordinates information together. When computing the similarities, unlike traditional

affinity propagation clustering method which views each object equally, we utilize

the prior physical coordinates information to assign weight to each object.

The traditional affinity propagation clustering method is a popular in recent years.

It has many advantages as compared to the mostly used K-means, such as i) there

is no need to determine the specific number of clusters in advance. ii) it is not

sensitive to the selection of initial value. iii) it does not require the symmetry of

distance matrix. First of all, an input metric of the similarity between pairs of objects

is taken into account by the traditional affinity propagation algorithm, and then

it recursively transmits the real-valued messages between the neighboring objects

until a set of exemplars and corresponding clusters generates. The key factor of

this clustering method is the similarity function, which is defined as the negative

summation of squared RSS measurement distances between two RPs (objects) in

localization systems

s(i, j) = −
∑L

l=1

∥∥rssli − rsslj∥∥2

∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
(4.11)

where s(i, j) is the RSS measurements similarity between the ith and jth RP. L and

N are the number of monitors distributed in the environment and RPs, respectively.

rssli is the RSS recorded at the ith RP from the lth monitor.

Considering that we know the physical coordinates of RPs in advance, so we

assign a weight w to each pair of RPs to avoid RPs far away from each other in the

physical space are clustered in the same cluster in the signal space. Specifically, the

weights will be used to penalize the RPs with large physical distances and give an

advantage to the RPs with small physical distances. The weight-dependent similarity
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function is as follows

s(i, j, w) = −wij
∑L

l=1

∥∥rssli − rsslj∥∥2

∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
(4.12)

where s(i, j, w) and wij are the similarity score and weight between the ith and jth

RPs, respectively. L andN are the number of monitors distributed in the environment

and RPs, respectively. rssli is the RSS recorded at the ith RP from the lth monitor.

Here a modified Silhouette weighting scheme [31] is adopted to calculated it. The

Silhouette width λij is defined as

λij =
ρi−dij

max(ρi,dij)
=


1− dij

ρi
if dij < ρi

0 if dij = ρi

ρi
dij
− 1 if dij > ρi

,

∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}

(4.13)

where dij is the physical coordinates’ Euclidean distance between the ith and jth RP,

and ρi is the average physical coordinates’ Euclidean distance between the ith RP

and all the RPs except the jth RP. Then the weight is

wij =
1− λij

2
,∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. (4.14)

From the above definition we can easily see that −1 ≤ λij ≤ 1; 0 ≤ wij ≤ 1, which

means the weight wij is non-negative, so we can see the bigger the weight, the smaller

the similarity s(i, j, w).

Effectiveness demonstration: To prove the effectiveness of the proposed Silhouette

weighting scheme, we consider the following three situations.

a). If dij < ρi, and we assume there is an extreme situation that the ith and

jth RPs are the closest in the physical domain, i.e., the coordinates’ Euclidean

distance dij ≈ 0. Hence, according to Equation (4.13) and Equation (4.14), we have

λij ≈ 1;wij ≈ 0. Taking them into Equation (4.12), then we can see it devotes the

biggest contribution to similarity s(i, j, w).

b). If dij > ρi,and we similarly assume there is an extreme situation that the ith
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and jth RPs are the farthest in the physical domain, i.e., the coordinates’ Euclidean

distance dij ≈∝. Then we have λij ≈ −1;wij ≈ 1. According to Equation (4.12),

we can see it devotes the smallest contribution to similarity s(i, j, w).

c). If dij = ρi, which represents that the distances from the ith RP and other RPs

are approximately equal, then we distribute weight wij ≈ 1/2.

Overall, from the above theoretical effectiveness derivation, we can see that

higher weights will be given to RPs with large physical distances, and these weights

will decrease the similarity score according to Equation (4.12), which attains our

goal of avoiding the phenomenon that RPs whose RSS measurements belonging to

the same cluster while their coordinates in physical space are far away from each

other. After clustering, the original fingerprint database will be divided into several

clusters with a subset of RPs and the online RSS measurements would firstly compare

with the centers of them to find the nearest cluster, which is a coarse localization

procedure.

4.3.3 Kernel Optimization: Minimum Number Derivation and

ETF-based Optimization scheme

As far as we know, although the CS based sparse recovery technique has frequently

appeared in mobile user localization systems in recent years, it has not been applied

to rogue AP localization systems. Therefore, we similarly formulate the rogue AP’s

location as a 1-sparse vector and apply sparse recovery technique to estimate its

location. Moreover, as we stated above, central to succesful application of the CS

technique is the CS kernel, and it is treated as an AP selection result in mobile user

positioning system. Similarly, the CS kernel optimization in rogue AP positioning

system is treated as monitor selection, which contains the number of monitors and

their selection scheme. To our best knowledge, traditional AP selection schemes

applied to CS based localization systems are from the perspective of maximizing the

discrimination ability of fingerprints instead of the CS recovery ability. Moreover,
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there are no previous works focusing on the guidance of selection number. Therefore,

this section aims to address these two problems.

Since the monitors are related to the whole environment, so we conduct the

derivation based on the whole fingerprint database rather than sub-database produced

by clustering. Not considering the existing of outliers and assuming the number of

selected monitors asM , the rogue AP localization model based on CS is

y′M×1 = Φy = ΦΨs + ε

ΦM×L = [φ1, . . . , φM ]T (M < L)

φm = [0, . . . , 0, 1︸︷︷︸
Index of selected monitor

, 0, . . . , 0]T

∀m = 1, 2, . . . ,M

(4.15)

where L is the total number of monitors distributed in the environment, Φ is the

CS kernel which indicates the selected number and index of monitors, the online

RSS measurements generating by these selected monitors are y′
M×1

, Ψ and s are the

fingerprint database and location sparse vector, respectively.

Minimum number derivation As stated in Section 4.2.1, successful application

of the CS technique requires satisfying the premises of sparsity and incoherence.

Formulating the rogue AP’s location as a sparse vector in discrete spatial domain has

met the first premise. Therefore, the next step we need to do is to testify whether

Θ = ΦΨ holds the RIP condition.

We utilize the COST231 signal propagation model to describe the indoor signal

attenuation property, since it is a good compromise of the flexibility, practicability,

and computation complexity, as shown below

rss(dBm) = rssd0 − 10γ log(
d

d0

)− Pwf + π (4.16)

where rss and rssd0 are the RSS measurements collected from monitors to the rogue

AP with d and d0 meters respectively. d0 is a reference distance, and we usually set

it as d0 = 1. Pwf is a signal fading factor brought by the floors and walls. γ is the
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path-loss exponent. π is a shadowing noise follows Gaussian distribution N(0, σ2).

Assuming {l1, . . . , lM} is the location index of these selected monitors, then

Θ = ΦΨ can be written as

Θ(mW ) =


P0π′l1,1
dl1,1

. . .
P0π′l1,N
dl1,N

... . . . ...
P0π′lM ,1

dlM ,1
· · · P0π′lM ,N

dlM ,N

 (4.17)

where π′li,1 follows the Gaussian distribution N(0, σ1
2), (xi, yi) is the location

coordinate of the ith RP, and dli,j =
√

(xli − xj)
2 + (yli − yj)

2. The below theorem

is proved by us and the proving process has exploited some theoretical results from

the literature [27].

Theorem: the probability for Θ satisfying Equation (4.3) for all k-sparse vector v

would tend to 1 as long as the number of monitorsM is O(k log(N/k)).

Proof : Conducting normalization of the ith row of Θ, we obtain

〈Θ〉i = η ·
〈
P0π

′
li,1

dli,1
, . . . ,

P0π
′
li,N

dli,N

〉
(4.18)

where η is the normalization constant

η =

√√√√√N

M
· 1
N∑
j=1

σ12

dli,j
2

. (4.19)

As these monitors are randomly deployed in the target environment, then 〈Θv〉i

is regarded to follow the Gaussian distribution, whose mean value is zero and the

variance is

σ2
2 = η2 · 1

N
· (

N∑
j=1

σ1
2

dli,j
2 ) ·

k∑
h=1

vh
2 (4.20)

where vh(1 ≤ h ≤ k) represents the hth non-zero values of the 1-sparse vector v. As

such ‖Θv‖2
2 satisfies χ2-distribution (freedom degree isM ), whose mean value is

Mσ2
2 and the variance is 2Mσ2

4. SincceM > 1, ‖Θv‖22
‖v‖22

can be approximated as a
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Gaussian distribution whose mean value is

Mσ2
2

k∑
h=1

vh2

= M · η2 · 1

N
· (

N∑
j=1

σ1
2

dli,j
2 ) = 1 (4.21)

and the variance is 2
M
. From the Chernoff bound, we have the following probability

Pr

{∣∣∣∣∣‖Θv‖2
2

‖v‖2
2

− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ > δ

}
≤ 2e−

δ2·M
8 . (4.22)

Since the total number of possible k-sparse vector is N

k

 ≤ (eN/k)k (4.23)

then the probability that there is at least one k-sparse vector

P1 = Pr
{∣∣∣‖Θv‖22

‖v‖22
− 1
∣∣∣ > δ for at least exists one vector

}
≤
(
eN
k

)k · 2e− δ2·M8 = 2e−
δ2·M

8
+k log(N

k
)+1

. (4.24)

Due to M = O(k log(N/k)), Equation (4.24) would tend to 0, therefore, the

probability becomes

Pr

{∣∣∣∣∣‖Θv‖2
2

‖v‖2
2

− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ for all possible v

}
= 1− P1 = 1. (4.25)

From it we can see Equation (4.3) is satisfied, which indicates it can hold the RIP

condition, and the minimum requirement of number of monitors of the CS based

sparse recovery technique is obtained in terms ofM = k log(N/k) from the above

derivation,.

ETF-based monitors selection scheme As stated above, besides the number

of monitors, the monitor selection scheme is another important step to CS kernel

optimization. Recall that the CS kernel is treated as the AP selection result in mobile

user aimed positioning system, and two popular AP selection schemes mostly utilized

to generate the CS kernel by previous researches are the Strongest based and Fisher

Criterion based methods. however, they are not proposed from the perspective of CS

recovery ability. Compared to them, an ETF based algorithm is proposed by us to

optimize the CS kernel.
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ETF is one of the indicators to find an optimal CS kernel [91], which is applied

to signal recovery field. Defining the column coherence of matrix ΦΨ = ΘM×N =

[θ1, . . . , θN ] as

µ = max
1≤i,j≤N,i 6=j

|〈θi, θj〉| (4.26)

where θi is the ith column of Θ . If the condition of N ≤M(M + 1)/2 is satisfied,

then it regards that the column coherence of matrix Θ has an infimum (which is also

called as Welch Limit) of

µ ≥

√
N −M

(N − 1)M
. (4.27)

When the equal sign works in the Equation (4.27), the corresponding matrix is

regarded as ETF, which is marked as Θo . Then it can find the optimal kernel Φo

through calculating Φo = ΘoΨ−1.

It is noteworthy that although ETF provides a guidance in theory, obtaining such

an optimal kernel ETF is difficult. Moreover, positioning system has an additional

constraint of the kernel that the non-zero elements’ values Φ should be 1 (see the

Equation (4.15) ). Therefore, we develop it to search for a suboptimal kernel which

is the closest to the optimal ETF through the below objective function

Θ = min max
1≤i,j≤N,i6=j

|〈θi, θj〉| (4.28)

Finally, we can solve Equation (4.28) by exhaustive searching.

4.3.4 Joint Fine Localization and Outlier Detection

Although outliers may occur in the offline phase as well as the online phase, our

outlier detection mainly focus on the online phase due to the fact that the offline

fingerprints are collected over a long period and validation has been taken place. An

outlier is defined as that the online RSS measurement from a monitor is obviously

different from any other measurements from the same monitor in the neighborhood

area. If the selected monitor provides highly different recordings in the online phase,

the online RSS measurement and the offline fingerprint may have a large deviation,
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which would result in low location accuracy. In addition, outliers can not be detected

by monitor selection methods as they are mainly focus on selecting monitors for

the largest incoherence between RPs, even worse, these outliers may contribute

more of fingerprint incoherence. Therefore, we propose to utilize the concept of

sparsity promoting regression to jointly conduct rogue AP localization and outlier

detection. It’s noteworthy that our goal of outlier detection does not focus on the

detection accuracy, but aim to improve the localization robustness to outliers through

the formulation of outlier term.

Similar to the formulation of rogue AP’s location as a 1-sparse vector, the

outliers are explicitly modelled as a k-sparse vector in the online RSS measurements.

Specifically, with τ denoting the outliers sparse vector, the online RSS measurements

adhere to the improved CS model is

y′ = Φy = ΦΨoso + τ + ε (4.29)

where Ψo and so are the fingerprint sub-database and location sparse sub-vector

generated by the nearest cluster after coarse localization procedure, respectively. As

long as the number of corrupted monitors is small, the outlier sparse vector τ will

be guaranteed. Therefore, it can be estimated jointly with the location sparse vector

with l1-minimization

(ŝ, τ̂) = arg min [‖s‖1 + µ‖τ‖1]

s.t. ‖y′ −ΦΨoso − τ‖2 < ε
(4.30)

where µ is a tuning parameter.

4.4 Performance Evaluation: Simulations
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed OWAP clustering method, CS kernel

optimization which contains minimum number and selection scheme of monitors, and

the improved CS model based joint fine rogue AP localization and outlier detection,

which aims to improve the localization robustness to outliers are studied and analyzed
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Figure 4.3: Simulation Environmental layout.

through simulations as well as experiments.

4.4.1 Environmental Setup

In the simulations, we select a real building structure with a long corridor and

rectangular rooms, which are two typical indoor architecture elements, as shown

in Figure 4.3. This building with the dimensions of 64.6m by 18.5m has 363 RPs

(indicated as “·”) divided with the same interval of 1.2 m, and its dimensions are

64.6m by 18.5m. In our simulation, to be consistent with the mathematical analysis

in Section 4.3.3, we use the same COST231 signal attenuation model. Generally, in

the offline phase, we would collect RSS measurements in a long period at each RP

and use the mean RSS value to construct the fingerprint database, which indicates

the probability of existing noise is very low. However, in the online phase, the

time interval for data collection is short in general, therefore, besides the number of

monitors and their selection scheme, the noise parameter π should also be considered.

4.4.2 Offline Clustering Results

The performance of our proposed OWAP clustering method is compared with the

traditional affinity propagation clustering method and the popular K-means clustering

method. Actually, for fingerprinting localization systems, besides the location

accuracy, a direct criterion of clustering performance is whether the RPs clustered in

one group are also close to each other in the physical space, due that once the RPs far

away from each other are clustered in the same group could significantly reduce the
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Figure 4.4: Display of clustering results in physical space.

(a) CDFs of rogue AP location errors.
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(b) Rogue AP statistical location errors.

Figure 4.5: Rogue AP location errors under different clustering processing.

location accuracy. The physical display of clustering results adopting these three

clustering methods with six monitors is shown in Figure 4.4. Obviously, our OWAP

is better than both of them, as there are more RPs of different clusters cross each

other with these two methods (in order to see clearly, a part of clusters are circled in

different line colors).

To testify the effectiveness of our proposed clustering method, we also provide the

location accuracy results as compared to these three clustering methods and a method

without clustering processing, which is shown in Figure 4.5. Two measurement

indexes of Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of location errors and statistical

location errors are adopted. It demonstrates that the proposed OWAP clustering

method outperforms than others.
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(a) CDFs of rogue AP location errors. (b) Rogue AP statistical location errors.

Figure 4.6: Rogue AP location errors under different noise variances.

4.4.3 Rogue AP Positioning Results

Discussion of Gaussian noise π. Figure 4.6 shows the locating performance under

different values of noise variance, from which we can see that the location accuracy

becomes lower as the increasing of variance. This is a common phenomenon since

the variance denotes the short time recorded online fingerprint’ range of deviation

from the corresponding long time recorded offline fingerprint. It’s noteworthy that

variance equaling to 0 dBm represents the environment is ideal where no noise

exists in the online records, and the probability of this environment is about 82%,

which proves the effectiveness of the improved CS based sparse recovery technique

theoretically.

Discussion of the number of monitors selectedM . To verify the influence of

M to location accuracy and the correctness of the derivation of minimum number

required, we operate simulations under three cases: variance=0 dBm, variance=3

dBm and variance=5 dBm. The reason why we choose these three situations is that

noise variance=0 dBm means the environment is ideal, where we could verify the

effectiveness of our derivation theoretically, and variance=3 dBm and variance=5

dBm represent two typical environments which have normal noise and strong noise,

respectively. Simulation results are shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, from which

we can see that in these three cases, the location accuracy is prone to stable when
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Figure 4.7: CDFs of rogue AP location errors under different number of monitors
with different noise variances.
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Figure 4.8: Statistical rogue AP location errors under different number of monitors
with different noise variances.

the number of monitors is 6 ( log(N) = 5.89), which proves the effectiveness of the

analysis of minimum value ofM in Section 4.3.3.

Comparison among different monitor selection schemes. In our simulation,

we compare our ETF based method with two mostly utilized AP selection methods

to construct the CS kernel in the mobile user aimed positioning system, the Fisher
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Figure 4.9: CDFs of rogue AP location errors under different selection schemes with
different noise variances.

Figure 4.10: Statistical rogue AP location errors under different selection schemes
with different noise variances.

Criterion based method [60] and the Strongest based method [121], and a random

selection scheme. Similarly, we operate simulations under the above three noise

environments. Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show the results, from which we can

see that, on the whole, our proposed ETF based selection scheme outperforms the

others, although when the noise variance equals to zero, the performances among

these mentioned methods are very close to each other, this is because when the

environment is ideal, the signal overlaps among RPs are so small that they have the

strongest discrimination, which lead to high location accuracy, and in this situation

the impacts of selection schemes become small.

Comparison with the popular KNN method. The popular KNN method is

compared with our presented improved CS based sparse recovery technique o further
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(a) CDFs of rogue AP location errors with
1-4 monitors.
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(b) CDFs of rogue AP location errors with
5-8 monitors.
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(c) Statistical rogue AP location errors with
1-4 monitors.
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(d) Statistical rogue AP location errors with
5-8 monitors.

Figure 4.11: Rogue AP location errors with ETF-CS and KNN methods respectively.

verify the effectiveness of our method. Both methods are operated under the same

ETF monitor selection, and our method is abbreviated as ETF-Improved CS. To

test their location accuracy theoretically (without noise), we set variance=0 dBm,

and Figure 4.11 provides the result of rogue AP location errors. We can see that

the ETF-Improved CS method has wonderful performance when the environment is

ideal, but in the same environment, KNN method performs poorly.

4.4.4 Joint Rogue AP Localization and Outiler Detection Results

To evaluate the proposed formulation of joint rogue AP localization and outlier

detection, a total number of 10 monitors have been used, which may randomly

be corrupted by outliers. As we stated above, the improved CS model aims at

improving the localization robustness to outliers rather than focusing on outlier

detection accuracy, hence, Figure 4.12 shows the comparison of location errors

between the traditional CS model without considering outlier detection and our
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Figure 4.12: Mean of rogue AP location errors comparison between the traditional
CS model and improved CS model.

improved CS model considering outlier detection. We can see that the traditional CS

model is more sensitive to outliers especially when there is large number of monitors

are corrupted.

4.5 Performance Evaluation: Experiments

4.5.1 Environmental Setup

In order to prove the practicability of the proposed OWAP clustering method, ETF

based selection scheme, and the derivation of minimum number of monitors required,

we apply them to two real wireless environments. These two real environments

contain four typical scenarios, 1) typical vacancy hall with Line-of-sight condition,

as shown in Figure 4.13; 2) corridor with Non-line-of-sight condition (Area 1

in Figure 4.14); 3) near the lift with moving objects as interference (Area 2 in

Figure 4.14); 4) crowded rooms with many students (Area 3 in Figure 4.14).

In the real environment, the RSS measurements are collected at each RP by a

SAMSUNG mobile phone using our developed signal recording software (as shown

in Figure 4.15).
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Figure 4.13: Experimental environment of scenario 1.
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Figure 4.14: Experimental environment of scenario 2-4.

4.5.2 Offline Clustering Results

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed OWAP clustering method, we measure

the mean of rogue AP location errors while adopting our proposed OWAP clustering

method, the traditional affinity propagation clustering method, and the K-means

clustering method, as shown in Figure 4.16, from which we can see that, overall,

the OWAP clustering method performs better in real environments, although the

localization performances of these four scenarios are different.

4.5.3 Rogue AP Positioning Results

Similarly, we provide the location accuracy comparison among KNN method, the

improved CSmodel based on Fisher Criterion selection scheme (Fisher-Improved CS),

the improved CS model based on Strongest selection scheme (Strongest-Improved
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(a) Parameters setting. (b) Data display.

Figure 4.15: Interface of our developed software for RSS data recording.
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(a) Scenario 1.
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(b) Scenario 2-4.

Figure 4.16: Mean of rogue AP location errors adopting different clustering methods.

CS) and the improved CS model based on our ETF selection scheme (ETF-Improved

CS), which are given in Table 4.1 and Table Table 4.2. Here we should note that, in

scenario 1, the number of monitors varies from 1 to 8, however, in the scenario 2-4, it

varies only from 1 to 2. This is because the number of RPs in these four scenarios are

different (215 RPs in the scenario 1, 38 RPs in the scenario 2, 15 RPs in the scenario

3, and 20 RPs in the scenario 4).

We can see that the improved CS sparse recovery method outperforms the KNN

method in general, but it is noteworthy that once we choose an inappropriate CS

kernel, the location accuracy of the improved CS method may be lower than the
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Number of
monitors

Mean of errors (m)
KNN Fisher-Improved CS Strongest-Improved CS ETF- Improved CS

1 6.43 6.54 6.25 6.08
2 5.22 5.25 5.35 4.15
3 4.30 3.80 3.97 3.40
4 3.18 3.28 3.88 2.63
5 2.25 2.19 2.50 2.21
6 2.07 1.99 2.16 1. 77
7 2.05 1.91 2.05 1. 87
8 2.09 1.89 2.12 1. 74

Table 4.1: Location accuracy comparison in the scenario 1

Number of
monitors

Mean of errors (m)
KNN Fisher-Improved CS Strongest-Improved CS ETF- Improved CS

Area 1 3.05 3.05 3.14 3.05
1 2 3.79 2.52 3.79 2.52

Area 1 6.92 4.17 4.17 2.95
2 2 4.17 3.79 4.17 2.16

Area 1 1.3 2.45 2.45 1.3
3 2 1.3 0.78 0.78 0.78

Table 4.2: Location accuracy comparison in the scenario 2-4

KNN method, which further proves the importance of kernel optimization when

applying the sparse recovery. Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 are the location errors of

the traditional CS model without considering outlier detection and our improved

CS model considering outlier detection. The number of monitors here means the

monitors corrupted by outliers. We can see the improved CS model is effectiveness

and robustness.

4.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter investigates the problem of joint rogue AP localization and outlier

detection in WLAN using the improved CS based sparse recovery method. We

formulate the rogue AP location and the outiers as sparse vectors in discrete spatial

domain and signal domain, respectively, then apply the improved CS based sparse

recovery method to recover these two sparse vectors to jointly estimate rogue

AP’s location and do outlier detection, which increases the localization robustness.

To achieve high sparse recovery ability, the CS kernel optimization is conducted
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Number of monitors
corrupted with outliers

Mean of errors (m)
Traditional CS

without considering outlier
Improved CS

with considering outlier

1 1.88 1.79
2 1.92 1.83
3 2.42 2.14
4 2.55 2.19
5 3.63 2.37
6 3.71 2.55
7 3.82 2.64
8 5.57 3.16

Table 4.3: Location accuracy comparison with and without outlier detection in the
scenario 1

Number of monitors
corrupted with outliers

Mean of errors (m)
Traditional CS

without considering outlier
Improved CS

with considering outlier

Area 1 3.14 2.52
1 2 4.18 3.05

Area 1 3.45 2.52
2 2 4.17 2.95

Area 1 2.45 1.3
3 2 4.23 1.3

Table 4.4: Location accuracy comparison with and without outlier detection in the
scenario 2-4.

which contains deducing the minimum number of monitors required for rogue AP

localization and proposing an ETF based monitors selection scheme. It provides a

guidance to system design and monitors layout. In addition, a novel OWAP clustering

method is also proposed to conduct coarse localization. It utilizes the prior knowledge

of physical coordinates which is more suitable for localization systems. Moreover,

both simulations and experiments have demonstrated the superiority of our scheme

as compared to the most popular methods.
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Chapter 5

Fingerprint Feature Extraction Based on

Manifold Learning

5.1 Motivation
In Section 2.2.1 we have mentioned that there are some problems when using the

raw recorded RSS measurements as fingerprints directly, especially for large-scale

environment which would bring out dimensionality problem. Existing methods are

mainly either utilize AP selection method or feature extraction method to handle this

problem. Moreover, we know that T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding

(TSNE), as a good kind of manifold learning method, has been widely utilized in

data mining. However, as far as we know, there is only one research leverages it

to conduct feature extraction in fingerprinting positioning systems [102]. It refines

the passive indoor positioning by inspecting the quality of the radio map, and

only reduces the dimension of offline raw RSS measurements and utilizes the low-

dimension graphical information directly. They have not dealt with the online RSS

measurements which would bring a problem of dimension inconsistency. Therefore,

in order to map new online record RSS to subspace produced by offline fingerprint

database dimensionality reduction, our work runs out-of-sample extension [1] after

dimensionality reduction, which improves the positioning accuracy. In addition,
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when facing the major bottleneck of dimensionality reduction (DR) technologies that

determining the proper number of dimensionality, we utilize the Maximum likelihood

estimation (MLE) method to estimate the intrinsic dimensionality previously [64].

While in work [102], it is predetermined as 2 dimension. In many researches, they

obtain the ideal dimensionality through empirical data or repeated experimentation,

which can be sometimes deviated and time consuming.

Overall, in this chapter, we employ TSNE algorithm to do feature extraction so as

to reduce the dimensionality of fingerprint database at offline stage. At online phase,

instead of doing the same operation using TSNE, the out-of-sample extension method

is proposed to process the online record into the same subspace of dimensionality

reduced fingerprint database for localization matching. As the dimensions of the

offline fingerprint database and the online RSS measurements are both decreased,

the complexity of computing the similarity between them would be decrease. In

addition, we propose an intrinsic dimension estimation method MLE for determining

the best dimension when operating dimensionality reduction algorithm. It obviously

saves the effort to find an appropriate dimension and can achieve perfect dimension

reduction with minimal data information loss.

5.2 Preliminary

5.2.1 Manifold Learning

Actually, in large-scale environment, the dimensionality of the constructed fingerprint

database is very high, so it can be seen as a manifold domain. Generally, due to the

limitation of the internal characteristics of data, some high-dimensional data will

produce dimension redundancy, which means it needs lower dimension to be uniquely

represented. As we stated in Section 1.2.2, on the online matching phase, if we utilize

the signal-distance-based localization method to find the most similar fingerprints,

the distance measurement is very important. The most popular distance measurement
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Euclidean distance Geodesic distance

Figure 5.1: Illustration of distance in manifold domain.

is Euclidean Distance. However, when meeting the high-dimensional data, the

Euclidean Distance may not appropriate since it represents the straight line distance

of space to some extent. Hence, to conduct feature extraction on high-dimensional

fingerprint database, if we utilize the traditional Euclidean Distance as the distance

measurement, there are some "interior characteristics" among fingerprints would be

discarded. For example, if we utilize it to measure the distance between two points

on a sphere, the information "this is a sphere" will be ignored. Another well-known

figure of interpreting the distance in manifold domain is "Swiss Roll" [82], as shown

in Figure 5.1.

5.2.2 Stochastic Neighbor Embedding

Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (SNE) is proposed by Hinton whose key idea is that

if similar high-dimensional points are projected into low dimensional space, they will

maintain the similarity in this low dimensional space. Unlike traditional methods

using Euclidean distance to measure the similarity, SNE transforms the distance

relationship into a conditional probability to express the similarity. Specifically,

considering two points xi and xj , and xi has a conditional probability pji to choose

xj as its neighborhood. Assuming xi obeys Gaussian Distribution, then the closer xj
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is to xi in the high-dimensional space, the larger the pji is. Otherwise, if xi and xj

are far away each other, the pji will be small. Hence, the pji can be defined as

pji =
exp

(
−‖xi − xj‖2 /2σ2

i

)∑
k 6=i exp

(
−‖xi − xk‖2 /2σ2

i

) (5.1)

where σi represents the variance of Gaussian distribution. Since we only focus on

the similarity among these points, so setting pii = 0.

After projecting the high-dimensional xi and xj to a low-dimensional space,

denoting as yi and yj , respectively. Likewise, the conditional probability qji is defined

as

qji =
exp

(
−‖yi − yj‖2)∑

k 6=i exp
(
−‖yi − yk‖2) (5.2)

and also qii = 0. If yi and yj could truly reflect the relationship between high-

dimensional data xi and xj , then the conditional probability pji and qji should be

completely equal. Extending the relationships between xi and all the other points, i.e.,

xj(j = 1, . . . , N), then there can be formed two conditional probability distributions

Pi andQi. To measure the similarity between these two distributions, the well-known

Kullback-Leibler divergence is utilized and a cost function is constructed as

C =
∑
i

KL (Pi||Qi) =
∑
i

∑
j

pji log
pji
qji
. (5.3)

Therefore, we could use the gradient descent algorithm to train these data and obtain

the optimal results.

5.3 Fingerprint Feature Extration
The whole feature extraction process can be divided into two stages, including offline

stage and online stage. At the offline stage, we first collect fingerprint database

over all the RPs. Then the intrinsic dimensionality is estimated by MLE. In terms

of the estimated intrinsic dimensionality, a low-dimensional fingerprint database is

constructed using TSNE algorithm. At the online stage, we mapping new record RSS
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Figure 5.2: Flow chart of the whole feature extraction based positioning system.

to low-dimensional space using out-of-sample extension method. Then the reduced

online records would be compared with the reduced fingerprint database to obtain

the final coordinates. The process of this feature extraction algorithm is shown in

Figure 5.2.

5.3.1 Offline Phase: T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embed-

ding

As we introduced in Section 5.2.2, SNE using the conditional probability to measure

the similarity, which is more appropriate than traditional Euclidean distance. However,

since the Kullback-Leibler divergence is an asymmetry measurement, it brings a

problem that when pji is small and qji is large, according to Equation (5.3), the cost is

low. In other words, when the distance between two data points in high-dimensional

space is large, and after being projected in the low-dimensional space, their distance

becomes small, there only a low penalty value. It means that the cost function of SNE

pays more attention to local structure than to global structure. Therefore, to solve

this problem, a T-distributed SNE is proposed. TSNE aims at constructing a more

reasonable and general joint probability distribution which makes the distributions P

and Q have the properties that to any point i and j, there are pij = pji, qij = qji.

When given a AP deployment with the AP numberM , in the offline phase, the
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RSS from all the APs at one RP generated a RSS vector, denoted as

rssi = [r1i, r2i, · · · , rMi]
T (5.4)

where rmi represents the RSS in the ith RP from themth AP. Therefore, the database

in the signal space, which is known as fingerprints, can be represented as

R = [rss1, ..., rssN ]M×N

=


r11 . . . r1N

... . . . ...

rM1 · · · rMN


(5.5)

where N is the total number of RPs.

Clearly, each vector rssi ∈ RM , and M sometimes can be really large. It is

desired that finding a mapping function f : RM → Rd, where d < M . Hence, rssi

is transformed to a subspace, denoted it as rss′i.

Similar to SNE, TSNE aims at minimizing the divergence between two distri-

butions: the original distribution that measures pairwise similarities of the input

data and the transformed distribution that measures pairwise similarities of the

corresponding low-dimensional data in the embedding. However, the conditional

probability between xi and xj in high-dimensional space is modified as

pij =
exp(−‖rssi − rssj‖2

/2σi
2)

2N
∑
k 6=i

exp(−‖rssi − rssk‖2

/2σi
2)

+
exp(−‖rssi − rssj‖2

/2σj
2)

2N
∑
k 6=j

exp(−‖rssj − rssk‖2

/2σj
2)

. (5.6)

The joint probability could preserve the intrinsic structure of high-dimensional points

and its numerator is symmetric and in proportion to the probability density under

a Gaussian. The similarity between rss′i and rss′j in the projected low-dimensional

space is measured as

qij =
(1 + ‖rss′i − rss′j‖2)

−1∑
i6=l

(1 + ‖rss′i − rss′j‖2)
−1 (5.7)
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whose numerator is under a T-distribution with one degree of freedom. To be clear,

the variance of Gaussian distribution is well adjusted in experiment to best fit the

data.

Generally, if the transformed points rss′i and rss′j correctly model the similarity

between high-dimensional points rssi and rssj , the pij and qij will be equal or close

to each other. Therefore, TSNE aims at minimizing the sum of Kullback-Leibler

divergence over all data points in order to reduce the dispatch between pij and qij .

The modified cost function C is given by

C =
∑
i

KL (Pi‖Qi) =
∑
i

∑
j

pij log
pij
qij
. (5.8)

where Pi represents the joint probability distribution over all other points given point

rssi, and Qi represents the joint probability distribution over all other points given

point rss′i .

To find out the solution, we employ a gradient descent method to the cost function

C . It has a simple form

∂C

∂rss′i
= 4

∑
j

(pij − qij)
(
rss′i − rss′j

) (
1 +

∥∥rss′i − rss′j
∥∥2
)−1

. (5.9)

The gradient descent is initialized randomly around the origin point. To accelerate

the optimization process, we add momentum to the gradient descent process. The

initialization and iteration equation are as follows S(0) = rss′1, rss
′
2, . . . , rss ′N

S(t) = S(t−1) + η ∂C
∂S

+ α(t)
(
S(t−1) − S(t−2)

) (5.10)

where S(t) refers to the fingerprint set after t times iteration, which lie in low-

dimensional subspace. And η refers to learning rate, α(t) refers to the momentum at

iteration t.
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5.3.2 Online Phase: Out-of-Sample Extension

To achieve high positioning accuracy, online record RSS requires the same dimension

as the reduced fingerprint database in matching phase. However, unlike other DR

methods, TSNE does not directly transform raw RSS fingerprints to a subspace

with a straight-forward transformation matrix or mapping function. Therefore, in

this chapter, we propose an Out-of-sample extension method which enables us

to explicitly map new online record to the subspace TSNE produced. Generally,

out-of-sample extension is a method dealing with dataset outside the DR method’s

training data, which to some degree extends the DR method. Here, we propose an

explicit out-of-sample mapping given by a kernel function:

rssi → y (rssi) =
N∑
j=1

βjfker (rssi, rssj) (5.11)

where fker refers to a kernel function to be determined, and βj ∈ Rd is a coefficient

to be solved. The implicit mapping method maps fingerprint rssi to rss′i, while our

kernel function maps rssi to y (rssi) . Our job is to adjust coefficient βj to minimize

the sum of squared errors between rss′i and y (rssi).

To achieve the minimum error, we use the following equation to solve βj

A = K−1Y (5.12)

where A = (β1, β2, . . . , βN)T ,K is the Gram matrix with the entries fker(rssi, rssj),

and Y = (y (rss1) , y (rss2) , . . . , y (rssN))T . Note that K−1 refers to the pseudo-

inverse. In this chapter we utilize Gaussian kernel (RBF) function, which is expressed

as follows:

fker (rssi, rssj) = exp
(
−‖rssi−rssj‖2/2σ2

)
(5.13)

The form of this equation is just like regression problem, and iterative alternatives

method is adopted to solve it.
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5.4 Optimal Dimensionality Estimation: Intrinsic-

based Method
Intrinsic Dimensionality is defined as the proper dimensionality which preserve

the original structure of data in a low-dimensional subspace without losing much

information. However, determining the intrinsic dimensionality of different types of

data is challenging. If the dimension is too small, critical positioning information

will be missed, which would result in a decrease of positioning accuracy. In contrast,

the extracted features will become too noisy, and the original storage problem and

complexity maintain unresolved. So it is important to find a method to estimate the

intrinsic dimensionality of raw data, otherwise it would be time-consuming to find

the dimension or arbitrary to guess one.

We propose an intrinsic dimensionality estimation method based on maximum

likelihood estimation. Specifically, for a fixed data point rssi , we build a hypersphere

with a radius of r . It is possible for us to estimate the intrinsic dimensionality by

comparing the growth of r and the number of data points that lie in the hypersphere.

Under the premise of treating the observation of points as a homogeneous Poisson

process, and omitting the derivation steps, the intrinsic dimensionality of data point

rssi is as follows.

dl (rssi) =

[
1

l − 1

l−1∑
j=1

log

(
Tl (rssi)

Tj (rssi)

)]−1

(5.14)

where Tl(rssi) refers to the minimum radius of the hypersphere centered at rssi with

restricted l data points within the radius. Apparently, dl(rssi) is sensitive to the value

of l , and we will try some different values of l to find the best one.

An average estimation of dimensionality over all the data points can be constructed

by:

dl =
1

N

N∑
i=1

dl (rssi) (5.15)
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where dl is the estimated intrinsic dimensionality of data points when given a specific

value of parameter l , hence the final intrinsic dimensionality is calculated in terms

of a selected scope of parameter l which aims at avoiding deviation.

d =
1

l2 − l1 + 1

l2∑
l=l1

dl (5.16)

5.5 Performance Evaluation

5.5.1 Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of our feature extraction algorithm, we use the indoor

localization database created by the Fingerprinting-based Indoor Positioning tutorial

of the seventh international conference on indoor Positioning and Indoor Navigation

(IPIN2016) [100]. This dataset covers a corridor of the School of Engineering of the

University of Alcala (Spain), which consists of 927 Reference Points (RPs) and 702

Test Points (TPs). Each RP records RSS from 168 different APs and corresponding

coordinates, which means the unprocessed fingerprints have 168 dimensionality. In

the experiment, TSNE algorithm is compared with other algorithms, including PCA,

LDA and KPCA. When using KPCA, we select RBF as its kernel function.

5.5.2 Optimal Dimensionality Estimation Results

The intrinsic dimensionality estimation result is shown in Figure 5.3. Generally,

the estimated intrinsic dimension is the corresponding value which is prone to be

stable. We can see the function slowly decreases when the ordinate is between 13

and 9, so we select this range as the potential intrinsic dimensionality scope which

indicates l1 = 9 and l2 = 13 . According to equation (13), d = 10 is our final

intrinsic dimension.

To verify its effectiveness, we display the positioning performance in terms of

Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of errors under different dimensionalities,

as shown in Figure 5.4. From Figure 5.4a we can see as the dimensionality increases
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Figure 5.3: Intrinsic dimensionality estimation result.

 

(a) Dimensionality: 5-10.
 

(b) Dimensionality: 9-13.

Figure 5.4: CDFs with TSNE under different dimensionalities.

from 5 to 10, the contour of CDFs enlarges which means an improving positioning

accuracy. In contrast, in Figure 5.4b the contour of CDFs does not enlarge as

dimensionality increases from 10 to 13, but dimensionality 10 is outperformed others,

which demonstrates the best dimensionality is 10.

5.5.3 Feature Extraction Results

In Figure 5.5, the CDFs of TSNE is compared with PCA, LDA, KPCA and raw RSS

data without dimensionality reduction. It is obvious that the linear DR methods,

including LDA and PCA, have worse performance than nonlinear DR methods.

Also, the accuracy of linear methods is lower than that directly positioning using

high-dimensional raw data. That’s because linear methods are failed to capture the

nonlinear RSS patterns. When it comes to nonlinear methods, TSNE obviously

outperforms KPCA.
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 Figure 5.5: CDFs with different DR techniques under different dimensionalities.

 

Figure 5.6: Mean of errors with different DR techniques under different dimensional-
ities.

We also gives the mean of errors with these DR techniques, as shown in Figure 5.6.

The x-axis is the dimensionality of low-dimensional subspace, ranging from 1 to 19,

while the y-axis is the mean error. It is worth noting that there are some bumps when

TSNE take different target dimension. It is caused by the randomness of gradient

descent method. Apart from the bumps, the randomness also means that our average

error might not be minimum, and it is possible that we could achieve even lower

average error by exhaustive trying.

To provide a more detailed description, the average errors and cumulative

probability of positioning error below 4 meters is shown at Table 5.1. From it,

we observe that the cumulative probability of positioning errors of dimensionality

10 below 4 meters is highest among all the dimensionalities, this explains why

dimesnionality 10 has the lowest average error. In addition,we can observe that

the cumulative probability of low positioning errors of TSNE is higher than KPCA
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Dimensionality Mean of errors (m) Cumulative Probability
(error below 4m)

6 3.418 68.6%
7 3.203 72.0%
8 3.419 68.3%
9 3.673 64.9%
10 2.845 75.6%
11 3.180 69.0%
12 3.043 73.2%
13 3.215 69.0%
14 3.439 65.2%
15 3.147 72.7%

Table 5.1: Mean of Errors and Cumulative Probability

and the highest error of TSNE is much smaller than KPCA, indicating a better

positioning accuracy. At the dimensionality of 10, our algorithm achieves the average

error of 2.845 meters and it’s 29.9% smaller than the one directly located using

high-dimensional data, which is about 4.059 meters. Also, the dimensionality of

database is reduced from 168 to 10, which means 16 times smaller storage.

5.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents a fingerprint feature extraction algorithm for indoor positioning

system. This algorithm consists of TSNE algorithm with kernel out-of-sample

extension and maximum likelihood estimation. Our algorithm is capable of capturing

the nonlinear RSS pattern. During feature extraction process, TSNE algorithm is

applied to reduce the dimension of fingerprint database and suppress noise, kernel

out-of-sample extension is aimed at mapping new fingerprints to the low-dimensional

subspace and MLE is used to estimate the intrinsic dimensionality of collected

fingerprints. In the experiments, we test our algorithm and other DR method in

a real world WLAN environment. The results show that TSNE has lower mean

positioning error than directly positioning using high-dimensional data or other DR
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method, including LDA, PCA and KPCA. In practice, the intrinsic dimensionality

produced by MLE or dimensionality near it can both be used as ideal dimensionality,

depending on our preference. The MLE method much reduces the effort used to find

the intrinsic dimensionality. For the intrinsic dimensionality, which in our case is 10,

our algorithm achieves high accuracy and greatly reduces the size of database. The

above results prove the effectiveness of our algorithm.
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Chapter 6

Lower Error Bound Analysis from the

Perspectives of Signal Measurement and

Positioning Algorithm

6.1 Motivation
We know that in the offline phase of fingerprinting positioning system, firstly, the

target area is segmented into several grids, and RP is defined at the center or

intersection of each grid. Usually, we uniformly defined these RPs with the same

interval, which means these grids have the same size on x-axis or y-axis. Then at

each RP, the RSSs are recorded from available Access Points (APs), which would

construct a RSS vector. This RSS vector is quite unique and is also called fingerprint

of the corresponding RP. The whole RSS vectors together with the corresponding

physical coordinates of all RPs are called the radio map. In the online phase, a mobile

user with unknown location collects RSS measurements and they will be compared

to the radio map to find RPs which have the most similar fingerprints. Then user’s

location would be calculated based on these found RPs’ locations. Hence, RP (or

grid size) is one of the significant factors affecting the location accuracy.

As we mentioned above, the most representative localization performance analyz-

ing work is based on the knowledge of CRLB. However, it has some limitations: i)
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CRLB takes the user’s location as the basic estimated vector directly, while we do

estimate the nearest RP(orK nearest RPs) to user and calculate user’s location based

on these associated RPs’ locations rather than directly estimate the user’s location.

But this fact is ignored by previous works and the user’s location is regarded as the

basic estimated vector during their derivation; ii) CRLB has a fundamental premise

of knowing the signal’s PDF, and the most common treatment is assuming the signal

would obey a specific distribution, however, there are many irregular scenarios in

reality, where the signal may not strictly obey one specific distribution because of

the multi-path effect, the signal attenuation brought by multiple walls, or moving of

pedestrian; and iii) what’s more important, although it is a common sense that the

interval among RPs (the grid size) adopted by fingerprinting positioning system has a

significant influence on the location accuracy, however, all these existing works have

not considered it in the model of deducing localization performance. Further more,

CRLB is analyzing the localization performance from the perspective of the adopted

signal measurement (e.g., RSS), although it provides a benchmark to describe the

localization performance, it is effective for unbiased localization algorithms. How-

ever, it is difficult to achieve unbiased estimation for a given localization algorithm in

reality. Besides, there are few researches of localization performance analysis from

the perspective of a given localization algorithm.

To settle these aforementioned problems, first of all, we construct a new LPEB

derivation model which considers grid size information. Actually, just like other

well-known factors which could affect location accuracy (such as the number of APs,

geometry of APs, and distance from AP to user, etc.), their impacts have already

been presented mathematically [47], [126], and the derivation results have been

applied inversely optimize these factors so as to achieve higher location accuracy.

However, as one of the factors having influence on location accuracy, its impact has

not been presented mathematically, so it is worth studying. Besides, since traditional

CRLB without considering gird size information is inaccurate, where the mobile
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user’s location is regarded as the estimated vector directly, we revise the nearest

RP’s location as it. This revision is more reasonable and practical since as we know,

the traditional CRLB takes the mobile user’s location as the basic estimated vector,

which would be reasonable if the system uses the triangulation method with signal

model, because it estimate the mobile user’s location directly. But for fingerprinting

positioning system, we actually estimate the nearest RPs firstly, and then based on

these nearest RPs, we calculate the mobile user’s location, this procedure isn’t related

to RSS measurements but to RPs, therefore, when we deduce the error bound for

fingerprinting system, the basic estimated vector should be the nearest RPs. Then

the LPEB is analyzed based on our new model under two cases: with specific

and non-specific signal distributions. For the first case, we utilize the traditional

knowledge of CRLB to re-deduce LPEB. For the second case, the observations are

transformed into a linear pattern expression and then the Gaussian-Markov theorem

method is introduced to conduct derivation. In addition to the above two analysis from

the perspective of signal measurement, we also analyze localization performance

of the mostly used KNN algorithm. As we mentioned in Section 2.3.2, only one

research [114] deduces it in terms of the value ofK and their corresponding distances

from RPs to user. This method needs to know the number and the location of these

nearest RPs in advance, and analyzes these nearest RPs one by one. However, we

consider all these nearest RPs together not independently through formulating the

PDF of these nearest RPs, which is more general and reasonable. Then we deduce

the theoretical variance of positioning error based on this PDF. Most important of

all, the theoretical result is utilized as the criterion of designing an adaptive KNN

algorithm which has improved the location accuracy.

6.2 Preliminary of CRLB
In fingerprint-based positioning system, the target environment is divided into a

set of RPs R = {rpj = (xj, yj) |j = 1, . . . N }, where R defines the set of RPs
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in coordinates, which are usually set apart in equal distances in a subspace. The

mobile devices record RSS fingerprints at time instants to, o = 1, . . . , O with RSS

magnitudes rssij(t1), . . . , rssij(tO) at each RP, where i indicates the AP index from

the set of APs {AP 1, . . . , APM}. The RSS fingerprint collected at the jth RP from

all APs at time to is a vector [rss1
j(to), . . . , rss

M
j (to)]

T . Then the entire fingerprint

database at the recording time instant to is represented as

Rss(to) =


rss1

1(to) . . . rss1
N(to)

... . . . ...

rssM1 (to) · · · rssMN (t0)

 , o = 1, . . . , O. (6.1)

Averaging the RSS magnitudes during time instants t1 to tO, we obtain the time

averaged fingerprint database

Rss = [Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . ,ΨN ]

=


ψ1

1 . . . ψ1
N

... . . . ...

ψM1 · · · ψMN


(6.2)

where ψij = 1
O

O∑
o=1

rssij(to). Defining the vector P = (p1 p2 . . . pM)T as the

observed online average RSSs by a mobile user fromM available APs. Our target is

to find the user’s location vector, γ = (x′ y′)T , based on a rule g that compares the

received online measurements against fingerprint database as

γ̂ = g(Rss,P ) (6.3)

where γ̂ = (x̂′ ŷ′)T is an estimated location of the mobile user according to rule

g. Generally, the mostly used rule is a signal-distance-based method which aims

at selecting RPs whose distances between their fingerprints and the online RSS

measurements are smallest, denotes as

γ̂ = arg min
j=1,...,N

dis(Ψj ,P ) (6.4)
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Here dis is a distance metric which is defined to compute the signal distance. The

most well-known one is called Euclidean distance

dis(Ψj ,P ) = ‖P −Ψj‖2, j = 1, . . . , N. (6.5)

For CRLB-based derivation, first of all, the basic estimated vector, θ, should

be determined. Previous researches all chose the mobile user’s location as it, i.e.,

θ = γ = (x′ y′)T ; θ̂ = γ̂ = (x̂′ ŷ′)T . Mean Square Error (MSE) is a well-known

and classical criterion to measure the estimator, which is defined as [34]

mse(θ̂) = E
[
(θ̂ − θ)2

]
= E

{
[(θ̂ − E(θ̂)) + (E(θ̂)− θ)]2

}
= var(θ̂) + [E(θ̂)− θ]2

(6.6)

where var(θ̂) is the variance of θ̂. The Equation (6.6) shows that var(θ̂) and

[E(θ̂)− θ]2 determine the value of MSE . Therefore, we always design an unbiased

estimator, i.e., E(θ̂) = θ, to minimize MSE. Then, the CRLB is defined as that the

co-variance matrix of any unbiased estimation θ̂ has the following property [24],

Cov(θ̂) = E
{

(θ̂ − θ)(θ̂ − θ)T
}

=

 mes(x̂′) cov(x̂′, ŷ′)

cov(ŷ′, x̂′) mes(ŷ′)

 ≥ [I(θ)]−1
(6.7)

where cov(x̂′, ŷ′) is the co-variance between x̂′ and ŷ′, I(θ) is called Fisher In-

formation Matrix (FIM). Defining the fθ(P ) is the PDF of the online user’s RSS

measurements conditioned on location θ, then the FIM is obtained by

[I(θ)]ij = −E
[
∂2 ln fθ(P )

∂θi∂θj

]
(i, j = 1, 2). (6.8)

From Equation (6.7) and Equation (6.8) we can see that fθ(P ) wholly determines the

MSE, which means that as long as PDF can be known in advance, we can calculate the

CRLB, and the stronger the relationship between fθ(P ) and the estimated parameters

θ is, the more precise CRLB is. As we mentioned above, the most common treatment

is assuming fθ(P ) obeys one specific distribution, and the Gaussian Distribution is

the mostly utilized, i.e., fθ (pm) ∼ N (µ(θ,m), σ2), then we have the joint PDF of
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RSSs from all APs,

fθ(P ) =
M∏
m=1

1√
2πσ2

exp

{
− [pm − µ(θ,m)]2

2σ2

}
(6.9)

where σ2 is the variance of noise. µ(θ,m) is mean value calculated by signal

propagation model, whose value depends on the locations of themth AP and mobile

user. Then based on Equation (6.8), the FIM is

I(θ) =

 Ix′x′(θ) Ix′y′(θ)

Iy′x′(θ) Iy′y′(θ)


where Ix′x′(θ) = 1

σ2

∑M
m=1

[
∂µ(θ,m)
∂x′

]2

Ix′y′(θ) = Iy′x′(θ) = 1
σ2

∑M
m=1

[
∂µ(θ,m)
∂x′

× ∂µ(θ,m)
∂y′

]
Iy′y′(θ) = 1

σ2

∑M
m=1

[
∂µ(θ,m)
∂y′

]2

. (6.10)

Subsequently, the CRLB is expressed as,

[I(θ)]−1 = 1
|I(θ)|

 Iy′y′(θ) −Iy′x′(θ)

−Ix′y′(θ) Ix′x′(θ)


where |I(θ)| = Ix′x′(θ) · Iy′y′(θ)− Ix′y′(θ) · Iy′x′(θ)

. (6.11)

Generally, we always utilize the MSE to measure the location accuracy, and the

minimum MSE is seemed as the LPEB in positioning systems. Therefore, from

Equation (6.7) and Equation (6.11), the traditional CRLB derivation model is

mes(θ̂)min = mes(x̂′)min + mes(ŷ′)min =
Iy′y′(θ) + Ix′x′(θ)

|I(θ)|
. (6.12)

Based on Equation (6.10) and Equation (6.12), we can see that four factors

could affect the traditional CRLB: i) the number of APs,M ; ii) the exploited signal

propagation model; iii) the locations of the APs, (x′′m, y
′′
m) , (m = 1, . . . ,M); and iv)

the location of mobile user, (x′, y′).

6.3 Analyzing Model Construction
As we described in Section 6.2, the mobile user’s location γ = (x′ y′)T is regarded as

the basic estimated vector in traditional researches, and its corresponding derivation
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Figure 6.1: Derivation model comparison.

model is shown Figure 6.1a. However, it is a common sense that not only the

aforementioned four factors but also the the grid size among RPs could affect the

location accuracy for fingerprint-based positioning systems, so we should take it into

account. We actually estimate the nearest RPs to the mobile user and calculate user’s

location based on these associated RPs’ locations but not directly estimate the user’s

location. That is to say, the basic estimated vector should represent the nearest RPs’

locations rather than the mobile user’s location.

Taking the Nearest Neighborhood (NN) approach as a case study, the basic

estimated vector is revised as the location of the nearest RP to the mobile user, i.e.,

θ = (x y)T . Considering a scenario with a mostly adopted uniform grid layout for

the RPs, the mobile user’s real location is γ = (x′ y′)T = (α1x α2y)T . Here α1 and

α2 are the scaling factors whose maximum and minimum are wholly relies on the

adopted grid size, dRP , (1− dRP
2x
≤ α1 ≤ 1 + dRP

2x
, 1− dRP

2y
≤ α2 ≤ 1 + dRP

2y
). The

new constructed derivation model is shown in Figure 6.1b, from which we can see as

long as the mobile user is in the gray area, the mauve point is regarded as the nearest

RP to him.

Recall that in our derivation model, the mobile user’s real location is γ =
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(α1x α2y)T , so the MSE should be

mseerror = E[(θ̂ − γ)2] = E[(x̂− α1x)2] + E[(ŷ − α1y)2]

=E{[(x̂− E(x̂)) + (E(x̂)− α1x)]2}

+E{[(ŷ − E(ŷ)) + (E(ŷ)− α2y)]2}

= var(x̂) + [E(x̂)− α1x]2 + var(ŷ) + [E(ŷ)− α2y]2

. (6.13)

Since for any unbiased estimator, E(θ̂) = θ,mse(θ̂) = var(θ̂), so taking them into

Equation (6.13), the LPEB result based on our proposed derivation model is

mseerror
min = mesmin(x̂) + msemin(ŷ)

+(1− α1)2x2 + (1− α2)2y2.
(6.14)

6.4 Error Bound Analysis from the Perspective of

Signal Measurement

6.4.1 Regular Scenario with Specific Signal Distribution

According to previous studies, the signal in regular scenario (such as the Line-of-sight

(LOS) environment) is always seemed to obey specific distribution. Due that the

knowledge of CRLB is available in this situation, hence, we re-deduce the LPEB

under our new proposed analyzing model. The mostly utilized Gaussian Distribution

is also adopted by us.

Assuming the RSS recorded by a mobile user obeys the following path-loss

propagation model [35]

[pm]dBm = C0 − 10β log10 (dm) + [ε1]dBm (6.15)

where β is the path-loss exponent. ε1 is the noise variable. If the signal obeys

Gaussian Distribution, then the ε1 ∼ N(0, σ1
2). C0 is a constant value which

equals to the RSS at a location with a reference distance 1 meter from AP. pm and

dm =
√

(α1x− x′′m)2 + (α2y − y′′m)2 represent the RSS and distance of mobile user

from themth AP, respectively. Hence, the joint PDF of theM independent online RSS
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measurementsP = (p1 p2 . . . pM)T (in mW scale, i.e., [pm]dBm = 10log10(pm) and

d[pm]dBm = 10
ln 10

1
pm
d[pm] ) could be written as

fθ(P ) =
M∏
m=1

{ 1√
2πσ12

10
ln 10

1
pm

· exp{− [10log10(pm)−C0+10βlog10(dm)]2

2σ12
}}

. (6.16)

The joint PDF of theM independent RSS measurements, Equation (6.16), can be

modified as follows.

fθ(P ) =
M∏
m=1

1√
2πσ12

10
ln 10

1
pm
×

exp{− [10log10(pm)−C0+10βlog10(dm)]2

2σ12
}

=
M∏
m=1

1√
2πσ12

10
ln 10

1
pm
×

exp{− 1
2σ12

[
10log10(pm)− 10log10(10

C0
10 ) + 10βlog10(dm)

]2

}

=
M∏
m=1

1√
2πσ12

10
ln 10

1
pm
×

exp{− 1
2σ12

[
10log10( pm

10
C0
10

) + 10βlog10(dm)

]2

}

=
M∏
m=1

1√
2πσ12

10
ln 10

1
pm
×

exp{− 1
2σ12

[
10

ln( pm

10
C0
10

)

ln 10
+ 10β ln(dm)

ln 10

]2

}

=
M∏
m=1

1√
2πσ12

10
ln 10

1
pm
×

exp{− 1
2σ12

[
10β
ln 10
× 1

β
ln( pm

10
C0
10

) + 10β ln(dm)
ln 10

]2

}

=
M∏
m=1

1√
2πσ12

10
ln 10

1
pm
×

exp{− 1
2σ12

( 10β
ln 10

)2

[
ln ( pm

10
C0
10

)
1
β + ln(dm)

]2

}

=
M∏
m=1

1√
2πσ12

10
ln 10

1
pm

exp{−1
8
( 10β
δ ln 10

)2

[
ln ( pm

10
C0
10

)
2
β d2

m

]2

}

=
M∏
m=1

1√
2πσ12

10
ln 10

1
pm

exp{−ρ
8
[lnC1d

2
m]

2}

(6.17)

where ρ = ( 10β
σ1 ln 10

)2 and C1 = ( pm

10
C0
10

)
2
β . Consequently, we obtain,

ln fθ(P ) =
M∑
m=1

{ln(
1√

2πσ1
2

10

ln 10

1

pm
)− ρ

8

[
ln(C1d

2
m)
]2} (6.18)
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Then we get derivative with respect to x and y

∂
∂x

ln fθ(P ) = −ρα1

2

M∑
m=1

{(lnC1d
2
m)× (α1x−x′′m)

d2m
}

∂
∂y

ln fθ(P ) = −ρα2

2

M∑
m=1

{(lnC1d
2
m)× (α2y−y′′m)

d2m
}

(6.19)

Calculating the FIM, we have

∂ ln fθ(P )
∂x2

= −ρα1

2

M∑
m=1

{(lnC1d
2
m)× ∂

∂x
(α1x−x′′m

d2m
)+2α1(α1x−x′′m)2

d4m
}

∂ ln fθ(P )
∂y2

= −ρα2

2

M∑
m=1

{(lnC1d
2
m)× ∂

∂y
(α2y−y′′m

d2m
)+2α2(α2y−y′′m)2

d4m
}

∂ ln fθ(P )
∂x∂y

= −ρα1

2

M∑
m=1

(lnC1d
2
m)× ∂

∂y
(α1x−x′′m

d2m
)−

ρα1

M∑
m=1

α2(α2y−y′′m)(α1x−x′′m)
d4m

(6.20)

Since lnC1dm
2 has an expected value of zero, so we can obtain the FIM of θ

Ixx(θ) = α2
1ρ

M∑
m=1

[ (α1x−x′′m)2

d4m
]

Ixy(θ) = α1α2ρ
M∑
m=1

[ (α1x−x′′m)(α2y−y′′m)
d4m

]

Iyy(θ) = α2
2ρ

M∑
m=1

[ (α2y−y′′m)2

d4m
]

(6.21)

where ρ = ( 10β
σ1 ln 10

)2. So based on Equation (6.11), we have
mse(x̂)min = 1

α2
1ρ

M∑
m=1

v2m

M∑
m=1

u2m×
M∑
m=1

v2m−{
M∑
m=1

(umvm)}
2

mse(ŷ)min = 1
α2
2ρ

M∑
m=1

u2m

M∑
m=1

u2m×
M∑
m=1

v2m−{
M∑
m=1

(umvm)}
2

(6.22)

where um = α1x−x′′m
d2m

, vm = α2y−y′′m
d2m

. Based on Equation (6.14) and Equation (6.22),

the final LPEB result based on our new model is

mseerror
min = λM

ρ·ηM
+ (1− α1)2x2 + (1− α2)2y2

where λM = 1
α2
1

M∑
m=1

v2
m + 1

α2
2

M∑
m=1

u2
m

ηM =
M∑
m=1

u2
m ×

M∑
m=1

v2
m − {

M∑
m=1

(umvm)}2

. (6.23)

Due that there is a relationship between the minimum and the maximum of the

scaling factors and grid size: 1− dRP
2x
≤ α1 ≤ 1 + dRP

2x
, 1− dRP

2y
≤ α2 ≤ 1 + dRP

2y
,

so from Equation (6.23), we can see that not only the aforementioned four factors
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in Section 6.2, but also the grid size affect the LPEB for fingerprint-based positing

systems, which is more reasonable and practical.

Theoretical Effectiveness of New Derivation Result: Actually, the traditional

CRLB adopting the same path-loss propagation model without considering grid size

information is deduced by [15], and based on Equation (6.12) the result is,

msetra
min =

1

ρ

M∑
m=1

v2
m +

M∑
m=1

u2
m

M∑
m=1

u2
m ×

M∑
m=1

v2
m − {

M∑
m=1

(umvm)}
2 =

ζM
ρ · ηM

. (6.24)

where ζM =
M∑
m=1

v2
m+

M∑
m=1

u2
m. According to Equation (6.24), they have demonstrated

that the decrease in any distance of the mobile user from the APs, dm, would result in

reduction of the LPEB. However, there exists a deviation from practice. Taking the

scenario in Figure 6.2 as an example, we assume both mobile user 1 and mobile user

2 are in the left lower corner of the gray area. Moreover, the mobile user 2 is closer to

themth AP and more far away from the nearest RP than the mobile user 1. Therefore,

from the traditional derivation, LPEB of mobile user 2 is less than mobile user 1.

However, since they have the same nearest RP, their estimating locations are the same.

That is to say, the positioning error of mobile user 2 is larger than mobile user 1 in this

situation in reality. Let’s analyze the LPEB from our derivation result. Comparing

with the mobile user 1, we can see that the scaling factors α1 and α2 of mobile user

2 are smaller, so from Equation (6.23), (1− α1)2x2 + (1− α2)2y2, 1
α2
1
, and 1

α2
2
are

larger. That is to say, although ζM
ηM

is smaller, the other parts of Equation (6.23) are

larger, which makes the values of LPEB relatively balanced instead of the absolute

reduction as traditional derivation believed.

6.4.2 Irregular Scenario with Non-specific Signal Distribution

As we mentioned above, the signal may not obey specific distribution in an irregular

scenario, and the knowledge of CRLB is not available due to the unknown PDF of

RSS measurements. In this situation, inspired by the Gaussian-Markov theorem
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Figure 6.2: Graphical visualization.

[36], we transform the RSS observations into a linear pattern expression to deduce

the LPEB, which fills in the gap of analyzing scenario with unknown PDF. The

Gaussian-Markov theorem is:

If P = (p1 p2 . . . pM)T has a linear pattern, i.e., P = Hθ + ε, here H is a

knownmatrix with the dimension ofM×N , θ = (θ1θ2 . . . θN)T , ε is the noise vector

with co-variance matrix C = σ2
2I (the PDF of ε is arbitrary), then the properties of

minimum variance and co-variance matrix of θ are

Cov(θ̂) = (HTC−1H)−1

var(θ̂i)min = [(HTC−1H)−1]ii, (i = 1, . . . , N).
(6.25)

From Equation (6.25) we can see that the co-variance matrix indicates the error

bound, and as long as the observation P has a linear pattern, the error bound is

computable. Therefore, to apply Gaussian-Markov theorem, Equation (6.15), the

RSSs recorded by a mobile user from themth AP, can be transformed as

e
(C0−pm) ln 10

10β = dm + ε =

√
(α1x− x′′m)2 + (α2y − y′′m)2 + ε. (6.26)

Equation (6.26) is a nonlinear pattern, so we do the first order Taylor expansion on

dm,

dm ≈ dm,0 +
x′′0 − x′′m
dm,0

(α1x− x′′0) +
y′′0 − y′′m
dm,0

(α2y − y′′0) (6.27)

where (x′′0 y
′′
0) is a known location of AP called as the reference AP, which can be

defined as any one of theseM − 1 APs except themth AP itself. dm,0 is the distance
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Figure 6.3: The geometric relationship under non-specific signal distribution scenario.

between the mth and the reference APs. The geometric relationship is shown in

Figure 6.3.

Using Equation (6.27) into Equation (6.26), we have

e
(C0−pm) ln 10

10β − dm,0 + x′′0
x−x′′m
dm,0

+ y′′0
x−x′′m
dm,0

= x−x′′m
dm,0

α1x+ y−y′′m
dm,0

α2y + ε . (6.28)

Simplified Equation (6.28) as

e
(C0−pm) ln 10

10β − dm,0 + x′′0 cosϕm,0 + y′′0 sinϕm,0

=α1x cosϕm,0 + α2y sinϕm,0 + ε
. (6.29)

where ϕm,0 ∈ [0, 2π) is the angle of themth AP with respect to the reference AP. We

can see Equation (6.29) has a linear pattern, and there are

θ = [x y]T

P =


e

(C0−p1) ln 10
10β − d1,0 + x′′0 cosϕ1,0 + y′′0 sinϕ1,0

...

e
(C0−pM ) ln 10

10β − dM,0 + x′′0 cosϕM,0 + y′′0 sinϕM,0



H =


α1 cosϕ1,0

...

α1 cosϕM,0

α2 sinϕ1,0

...

α2 sinϕM,0



. (6.30)
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Subsequently, based on the Gaussian-Markov theorem, we have

Cov(θ̂) = (HTC−1H)−1

= σ2
2 1

M∑
m=1

[α2
1 cosϕ2

m,0]
M∑
m=1

[α2
2 sinϕ2

m,0]−{
M∑
m=1

[ 1
2
α1α2 sin(2ϕm,0)]}2

×


M∑
m=1

α2
2 sinϕ2

m,0

−1
2
α1α2

M∑
m=1

sin(2ϕm,0)

−1
2
α1α2

M∑
m=1

sin(2ϕm,0)

M∑
m=1

α2
1 cosϕ2

m,0

 .
(6.31)

It’s noteworthy that here the σ2 represents the noise variance of ε, but ε is arbitrary

which doesn’t need to obey specific distribution. Thus, it has

var(x̂)min + var(ŷ)min =

σ2
2

M∑
m=1

α2
2 sinϕ2

m,0

M∑
m=1

[α2
1 cosϕ2

m,0]
M∑
m=1

[α2
2 sinϕ2

m,0]−
M∑
m=1

[ 1
2
α1α2 sin(2ϕm,0)]

2
+

σ2
2

M∑
m=1

α2
1 cosϕ2

m,0

M∑
m=1

[α2
1 cosϕ2

m,0]
M∑
m=1

[α2
2 sinϕ2

m,r]−
M∑
m=1

[ 1
2
α1α2 sin(2ϕm,0)]

2

. (6.32)

Similarly, combining Equation (6.14) and Equation (6.32), the LPEB is obtained.

Due that the scaling factors α1 and α2 are related to the grid size, therefore, four

factors could affect localization performance in this scenario: i) the number of APs;

ii) the deployment of APs, which determine the angle of ϕm,0; iii) the mobile user’s

location; and iv) the grid size.

Unfortunately, although we propose the localization performance analysis ap-

proach based on the Gaussian-Markov theorem in unknown PDF scenario, it also

has some conditions, such as the assumption of E(ε) = 0, the variance of ε is

homoscedasticity (i.e., var(ε1) = . . . = var(εM)) and uncorrelated. However, just

like the CRLB which also has some assumptions, it is meaningful since it provides a

new perspective to analyze localization performance in unknown.
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6.5 Error Bound Analysis from the Perspective of

Positioning Algorithm

6.5.1 Theoretical Error Variance of KNN Algorithm

Although the above localization performance derivations (LPEB results) of two

scenarios provide benchmarks to evaluate the localization performance, they are

only related to the adopted signal measurements (i.e. RSS), not to a specific given

localization algorithm. Therefore, to further describe the localization performance

precisely, we also investigate the Theoretical Positioning Error Variance (TPEV) of

the mostly used KNN localization algorithm. KNN method, as the mostly applied

localization algorithm to fingerprinting system, has one advantage that its accuracy

is very high on the premise that the samples are large enough, and the fingerprinting

system has enough RPs so that the number of samples are satisfied. Similarly to the

above analyzing model, the mobile user’s real location is defined as γ = (α1x α2y)T ,

here (x y)T is the location of the nearest RP to the mobile user. If adopting KNN

localization algorithm, the estimated mobile user’s location is

γ̂ =

(
1

K

K∑
i=1

x̂i,
1

K

K∑
i=1

ŷi

)
(6.33)

where K is the number of estimated nearest RPs using some metrics, which is

manually determined. x̂i and ŷi (i = 1, . . . , K) are the corresponding location

coordinates of these estimatedK nearest RPs. It can be seen that the KNN algorithm

only averages the coordinates of the nearest RPs to estimate the location of mobile

user using equal weight. To further improve the location accuracy, several weighted

KNN (WKNN) algorithms have been proposed in previous literature. It can be

written as

γ̂ =


K∑
i=1

wix̂i

K∑
i=1

wi

,

K∑
i=1

wiŷi

K∑
i=1

wi

 (6.34)
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Actually, the basic idea of these two algorithms are the same. Hence, we focus

on the KNN algorithm. The theoretical positioning error variance is defined as

Cov(γ̂) = tr
{
E
(

(γ̂ − γ) (γ̂ − γ)T
)}

=E
(
(γ̂1 − α1x)2 + (γ̂2 − α2y)2) . (6.35)

Substituting Equation (6.33) to Equation (6.35) we have

Cov(γ̂)=E

( 1

K

K∑
i=1

x̂i − α1x

)2

+

(
1

K

K∑
i=1

ŷi − α2y

)2
 . (6.36)

The first term in the above equation can be written as

E

((
1
K

K∑
i=1

x̂i − α1x

)2
)

= E

((
1
K

K∑
i=1

(x̂i − α1x)

)2
)

= E

 1
K2

 K∑
i=1

(x̂i − α1x)2 +
K∑
i=1

K∑
i=1
i6=j

(x̂i − α1x) (x̂j − α1x)


(6.37)

Note that here x̂i and ŷi (i = 1, . . . , K) are the x-axis and y-axis coordinates of the

estimated nearest RPs and they are independent. In fact, the estimated K nearest

RPs’ spatial distribution relies on many factors, such as the deployment of RPs, the

distance measurement metric adopted by the localization algorithm, the signal’s

propagation, and even the motion of mobile user. However, research shows that

according to the central limit theorem, the location of these estimatedK nearest RPs

will follow a Gaussian distribution. In this model, these estimatedK nearest RPs are

around the mobile user according to a two-dimensional Gaussian spatial distribution

with mean [α1x, α2y] and co-variance matrix σ3
2I. The probability that an estimated

nearest RP is located at (x̂i, ŷi) can be described by the PDF:

f (x̂i, ŷi) =
1

2πσ3
2

exp

(
−(x̂i − α1x)2

2σ3
2

− (ŷi − α2y)2

2σ3
2

)
. (6.38)

Equation (6.38) is based on Cartesian coordinates, for polar coordinates, the PDF
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can be modified as

f (hi) = 1
σ32

exp
(
− h2i

2σ32

)
hi hi > 0

f (φi) = 1
2π

− π ≤ φi < π
. (6.39)

where hi is the range between the ith estimated nearest RP and the mobile user,

hi =
√

(x̂i − α1x)2 + (ŷi − α2y)2. φi is the angle of the ith nearest RP respect to

the mobile user, φi = arc cos ((x− xi) /hi). Due that the mean of the Gaussian

spatial distribution is [α1x, α2y], that is to say E (x̂i − α1x) = 0;E (ŷi − α2y) = 0 .

Thus, Equation (6.37) can be reduced to

E

( 1

K

K∑
i=1

x̂i − α1x

)2
 = E

(
1

K2

K∑
i=1

(x̂i − α1x)2

)
. (6.40)

Similarly,

E

( 1

K

K∑
i=1

ŷi − α2y

)2
 = E

(
1

K2

K∑
i=1

(ŷi − α2y)2

)
. (6.41)

Therefore, substituting Equation (6.40) and Equation (6.41) into Equation (6.36), the

theoretical error variance of the KNN algorithm can be calculated as

Cov(γ̂) = E

(
1

K2

K∑
i=1

h2
i

)
=
h̄2

K
. (6.42)

Here h̄2 can be calculated as,

h̄2 =
+∞∫
0

h2f(h)dh

=
+∞∫
0

1
σ32

exp(− h2

2σ32
)h3dh

=− σ3
4

+∞∫
0

h2

σ34
d exp(− h2

2σ32
)

=− σ3
4[( h2

σ34
)exp(− h2

2σ32
)
∣∣+∞
0 −

+∞∫
0

exp(− h2

2σ32
)d h2

σ34
]

=− σ3
4

+∞∫
0

2
σ32
d exp(− h2

2σ32
)

=− 2σ3
2 exp(− h2

2σ32
)
∣∣+∞
0 = 2σ3

2

. (6.43)

Substituting Equation (6.43) into Equation (6.42) gives,

Cov(γ̂) =
2σ3

2

K
. (6.44)
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It is noteworthy that here σ3
2I is the co-variance matrix of the estimated K near-

est RPs, and it is related to the distribution of these RPs, in other words, the

grid sizes among RPs implicitly. Moreover, due that the KNN algorithm is not

an unbiased estimator, so the TPEV dose not represent the MSE like LPEB (

mse(θ̂) = var(θ̂) + [E(θ̂)− θ]2 ), which means it only can indicate the localiza-

tion performance but not describe the MSE of positioning errors specifically. From

the above equation, we can see that the localization performance of KNN algorithm

are related to two factors: the value of K and the co-variance matrix of these

estimated K RPs, which aligns with reality.

Overall, from the above derivations, we can see that nomatter from the perspective

of signal measurement, or localization algorithm, we have demonstrated that the

localization performance can be affected by grid size mathematically.

6.5.2 Adaptive KNN Algorithm Designing

Actually, analyzing localization performance from the perspective of signal distribu-

tion and the particular given localization algorithm could not only present the specific

factors affect the location accuracy in mathematically, but also play guiding roles in

different aspects. Hence, under the guiding derivation result of a given algorithm,

we could improve the localization algorithms to achieve better performance. In this

section, we proposed an adaptive KNN algorithm based on the above theoretical

derivation result. Specifically, unlike traditional KNN algorithm which determines

the value ofK manually without any guiding principle, and it is fixed for any mobile

user in any places, our proposed algorithm could dynamically choose the optimal

value K to individuals based on the principle of localization performance derivation

results, and the objective function is as follows.

Ko = arg min︸ ︷︷ ︸
K=2,...,Kmax

σ3
2

K
. (6.45)
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Algorithm 6.1: Adaptive KNN positioning algorithm
Input: Kmax(Kmax ≥ 2), fingerprint databaseRss, RPs’ location R, the

mobile user’s online recording P
Output: Estimated mobile user’s location γ̂

1 for all j, j ∈ {1, . . . , N} do
2 compute Euclidean distance between P and Ψj , Ej;
3 sort Ej in descending order;
4 Store the corresponding coordinates based on the above descending order

into S;
5 for all K,K ∈ {2, . . . , Kmax} do
6 Take out the K RPs’ coordinates in S;
7 compute T = σ32

K
;

8 Assign the index of the smallest value in T to the optimal Ko;
9 for all K,K ∈ {2, . . . , Ko} do
10 compute Loc = Loc+ S(K, :) ;
11 compute γ̂ = Loc

Ko ;

HereKmax is the maximum ofK, which is determined manually. σ3
2 in the above

equation is calculated by

σ3
2 =

K∑
i=2

(xi−x̄)2+
K∑
i=1

(yi−ȳ)2

K

x̄ =

K∑
i=1

xi

K
; ȳ =

K∑
i=1

yi

K

. (6.46)

Here the (xi, yi) is the ith nearest RP’s location coordinates. Equation (6.45) is an

typical optimization problem, which could be found by searching algorithms. The

pseudo code is as in Algorithm 6.1

6.6 Performance Evaluation
In this section, simulations and experiments would be conducted to compare the

theoretical derivation results of localization performance with their real positioning

errors under the above three cases (with specific and non-specific signal distributions,

given KNN algorithm). Besides, the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive KNN

algorithm is also would be verified.
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6.6.1 Environmental Setup

For the first case, since the theoretical LPEB is based on the assumption that the signal

obeys the Gaussian Distribution, so we firstly construct a simulation scenario which

is a simple empty Line-of-sight (LOS) environment with the dimensions of 8.8m by

13.6m (see Figure 6.4), and we also use the path-loss signal propagation model to

collect RSSs which aligns with that presented in Section 6.4. In this environment,

the smallest grid size is 0.4 meters, and the grid size increases at 0.4 meters intervals.

Moreover, to further verify its effectiveness, we also conduct experiment in a real

environment which has the same building structure and dimensions as simulation

(see Figure 6.5). During the experimental procedure, the smallest grid size is 0.8

meters (0.4 meters is too labor costing), and the grid size increases at 0.8 meters

intervals. For the second case, we choose a real complex building structure with

multiple walls as the irregular scenario with non-specific signal distribution (see

Figure 6.6), where the smallest grid size is 1.8 meters, and the grid size increases at

1.8 meters intervals. This setting is reasonable since in complex building structure,

since the signal has low probability of obeying one specific distribution through the

whole area due to the multi-path effect and the signal attenuation brought by walls.

Besides, even though the signal may obey one specific distribution within a certain

range, it also would not obey the same distribution in the whole area, and it may not

even obey any specific distribution. In the real environment, the RSS measurements

are collected at each RP by a SAMSUNG mobile phone using our developed signal

recording software (as shown in Figure 6.7). Moreover, in both real environments,

RPs are uniformly calibrated with the same interval. For the last case, we operate

experiments on the above two real environments.
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Figure 6.4: Simulation envi-
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Figure 6.5: Experimental en-
vironment: empty.
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Figure 6.6: Experiment environmental layout: complex.

6.6.2 Results with Specific Signal Distribution Scenario

Theoretical LPEB results based on different grid sizes: The theoretical derivation

results adopted different grid sizes in the simulation and real environments are shown

in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9, respectively. From these figures we can see obviously

that the values of LPEB are different under different grid sizes.

Comparison among our LPEB, traditional CRLB, and real Positioning errors:

Due that the MSE is adopted to measure the traditional CRLB and our LPEB, so we

also utilize it to measure the real positioning errors. That is to say the real positioning

error in this thapter indicates the MSE of positioning errors. It is obtained by several

tests adopting different online measurements recorded at different time. To see the
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(a) Parameters setting. (b) Data display.

Figure 6.7: Interface of our developed software for RSS data recording.

 

 

 

(a) Grid size=0.4 meters.

 

 

 

(b) Grid size=0.8 meters.

 

 

(c) Grid size=1.2 meters.

 

 

(d) Grid size=1.6 meters.
 

 

(e) Grid size=2.0 meters.

 

 

(f) Grid size=2.4 meters.

Figure 6.8: Theoretical results versus different grid sizes in simulation.

effectiveness of our proposed derivation model, firstly, we show the Cumulative

Distribution Functions (CDFs) of real positioning errors under different grid sizes

(see Figure 6.10) to verify that the adopted grid size does affect the location accuracy.

Then we compare our LPEB result with considering grid size information (simplified

as our LPEB), traditional CRLBwithout considering grid size information (simplified

as traditional CRLB), and the real positioning errors. The compared results on

simulations are shown as Figure 6.11.
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(a) Grid size=0.8 meters.

 

 
 

 

 

 

(b) Grid size=1.6 meters.
 

 
 

 

 

 

(c) Grid size=1.2 meters.
 

 
 

 

 

 

(d) Grid size=2.4 meters.
 

 

(e) Grid size=3.2 meters.

 

 

(f) Grid size=4.0 meters.

Figure 6.9: Theoretical results versus different grid sizes in experiment.
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Figure 6.10: CDFs of positioning errors versus different grid sizes.

Figure 6.10a shows that the real positioning errors with different grid sizes are

different in simulation, but the decrease of grid size would not result in reduction

of positioning errors absolutely. This is because when the grid size is small, the

fingerprints of RPs have many overlaps, which means the discrimination abilities

are not strong among RPs. This phenomenon reminds us the importance of gird

size, and lead us to further study the relationship to select the optimal grid size in

the future. Moreover, from Figure 6.11 we can see that when gird size equals to 0.4
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(a) Grid size=0.4 meters.
 

(b) Grid size=0.8 meters.
 

(c) Grid size=1.2 meters.

 

(d) Grid size=1.6 meters.
 

(e) Grid size=2.0 meters.
 

(f) Grid size=2.4 meters.

Figure 6.11: CDFs of positioning errors versus different grid sizes in simulations.

meters, the differences of localization performance is very small between traditional

CRLB and our LPEB, due that the values of scaling factors approximate to one in

this situation. However, as the increasing of grid size, we can see our LPEB result is

closer to the real positioning errors than traditional LPEB, and the trend becomes

more and more obvious, which illustrates our proposed model is more accurate than

traditional CRLB.

The corresponding experimental results are also presented in Figure 6.10b and

Fig. 12. From these figures we can further see that they have the same trends as that

in simulations. Specifically, the real positioning errors with different grid sizes are

different, but the decrease of grid size would not result in reduction of positioning

errors obviously. For example, the location accuracy when grid size is 2.4 meters
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(a) Grid size=0.8 meters.
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(b) Grid size=1.6 meters.
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(c) Grid size=1.2 meters. 
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(d) Grid size=2.4 meters.
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(f) Grid size=4.0 meters.

Figure 6.12: CDFs of positioning errors versus different grid sizes in real environment.

is higher than that when grid size is 1.6 meters. What’s more interesting is that the

location accuracy adopting 2.4 meters as grid size has a close performance to that

adopting 0.8 meters, while the consumption of labor in 2.4 meters environment is

far less than 0.8 meters environment. Besides, Figure 6.12 also demonstrate that

our LPEB results are closer to the real positioning errors than traditional CRLB.

This phenomenon is similar to that in simulations which further demonstrates the

importance of gird size. Actually, in real environment the CDF curves of our LPEB

and real positioning errors appear cross phenomenon, this is because the theoretical

LPEB is deduced based on the assumption that signal obeys Gaussian Distribution.

This is understandable because although experiments are conducted in an empty and

LOS environment, the signal may not strictly obey Gaussian Distribution.
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6.6.3 Results with Non-specific Specific signal Distribution Sce-

nario

We conduct experiments to verify the effectiveness of our proposed LPEB in an

irregular complex real environment with multiple walls. Figure 6.13 shows the

theoretical LPEB value calculated in irregular environment and the corresponding real

positioning errors at each test point. From it we can see that in irregular environment

the grid size is the same important to affect location accuracy. In addition, we can

see that, for majority of these test points, LPEB results have similar trends as the real

positioning errors, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our derivation model in

irregular scenario to some extent. Although there are few singular points (such as the

tenth test point with grid size equaling to 5.4 m) which do not have expected trends,

this phenomenon is understandable because, i) the theoretical LPEB is obtained based

on some assumptions (see Section 6.4.2), but the real environment may not satisfy

these conditions strictly; ii) the theoretical LPEB is the minimum MSE deduced

based on unbiased estimation, but in reality, the positioning errors are affected by

multiple factors which is full of uncertainty.

Overall, although currently a guidance of choosing an optimal grid size is not

proposed, from the above simulation and experimental results, we can see that the

positioning error does can be affected by grid size, which is consistent with the

mathematical derivation, and our LPEB derivation model considering grid size

information is more accurate than traditional model without considering grid size

information.

6.6.4 Results for ProposedAdaptiveKNNLocalization Algorithm

Theoretical derivation results of localization performance: As mentioned above,

we would conduct experiments on the above two real environments to verify the

effectiveness of our proposed theoretical analysis and adaptive KNN algorithm. The
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Index of test point

Figure 6.13: Comparison between LPEB results and real positioning errors in an
irregular scenario with non-specific signal distribution.

Comparison between the Theoretical Positioning Error Variance (TPEV) results on

KNN algorithm and real positioning errors under different grid sizes and values of

K are shown in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15. In Section 6.5 we have mentioned that

the KNN algorithm is not an unbiased estimation, so the TPEV dose not represent

the MSE like LPEB. Therefore, as long as the TPEV has a similar trend as the real

positioning error, it could demonstrate that TPEV could indicate the localization

performance to some extent. From these results we can see although the relationship

between our TPEV and real positioning error is not in the direct ratio, the decrease

(or increase) of TPEV does accompany by a decrease (or increase) of real positioning

error, which demonstrates our claim.

Effectiveness of the proposed adaptive KNN algorithm: To verify the ef-
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Figure 6.14: Experimental environment: empty.
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Figure 6.15: Experimental environment: complex.

fectiveness of the proposed adaptive KNN algorithm, we also compare it with the

traditional NN approach, the traditional KNN algorithm adopting fixed values ofK,

and the adaptive KNN which was proposed in [79]. For this method, RPs whose

signal distances from the online record are less than a threshold are selected to be

processed using clustering method, and the RPs in the same cluster are defined as the

nearest RPs. The result is shown in Figure 6.16. We can see our proposed adaptive

KNN could improve the location accuracy. To further see the result clearly, Table 6.1

gives the comparison in detail.

Discussion of extra cost: For traditional KNN algorithm, K is determined

manually and would not change any more, so it has no extra cost. For our proposed
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Figure 6.16: Positioning error comparison.

Environment Grid size
(m)

Mean positioning errors (m)
NN KNN KNN KNN KNN Adaptive KNN our Adapive

approach (K=2) (K=3) (K=4) (K=5) Proposed in [79] KNN

Empty

0.8 2.89 2.60 2.51 2.45 2.47 2.51 2.39
1.6 3.91 3.32 3.01 3.04 3.03 3.14 3.01
2.4 3.06 2.88 2.95 2.97 2.98 2.98 2.78
3.2 3.87 3.17 2.94 3.05 3.30 3.11 2.94

Complex
1.8 2.77 2.39 2.56 2.52 2.46 2.42 2.07
3.6 2.70 2.64 2.62 2.62 2.87 2.62 2.54
5.4 3.03 3.09 3.15 3.25 3.68 3.09 3.03

Table 6.1: Location accuracy comparison for the third case

adaptive KNN algorithm, since it will choose the optimal values of K to each

individual, there does exist extra cost. However, due the Kmax is always no more

than ten, so the searching process is extremely short, which requires only two to three

seconds.

6.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we analyzing the localization performance for a fingerprint-based

positioning system from the perspective of signal measurement and localization

algorithm. Unlike previous derivations without considering the influence of grid

size, we construct a new derivation model which takes this factor into account.

Then we use the traditional knowledge of CRLB to re-derived the LPEB based on

the new proposed model in a regular scenario. The derivation results are more

reasonable. Moreover, considering we could not know the PDF of signal in advance

in some irregular scenarios, we also analyze the localization performance in this
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situation using the Gaussian-Markov theorem. From another perspective, we also

investigate the localization performance for a given localization algorithm: KNN,

which considers the distribution of nearest RPs. In addition, the theoretical result

is utilized as the criterion of designing an adaptive KNN algorithm, which could

dynamically find the optimal value for each user, and have improved the localization

performance.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we studied the challenges in fingerprinting positioning system which

contains anchor node optimization, fingerprint processing, and theoretical error bound

analysis. The anchor node optimization is studied in two types of fingerprinting

systems: the user aimed positioning system and the rogue AP aimed positioning

system. The second research content is consist of fingerprint feature extraction,

fingerprint clustering, and outlier detection. The last research content is conducted

from two perspectives: the signal measurement perspective and the particular

positioning algorithm. We conclude the thesis as follows:

• Chapter 3 presents our AP deployment optimization in user aimed positioning

system. In this AP deployment, unlike traditional approaches which mainly

focus on increasing the probability within a small error, we aims at decreasing

the big error cases since big error could significantly influence user’s experience.

After constructing the objective function based on this principle, we solve

the objective function from a projection perspective which decreases the time

consumption. In addition, a outiler detection scheme also is proposed to handle

the fingerprint database. The experimental results shows the outperformance

of our proposed method.
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• Chapter 4 presents a monitor selection optimization in rogue AP aimed

positioning system. In this positioning system, unlike traditional signal-

distance-based positioning algorithm, we apply the Compressive Sensing (CS)

to achieve higher positioning accuracy. The minimum number of monitor

required by positioning system is studied mathematically, and a ETF-based

selection scheme is proposed from the perspective of CS recovery ability. In

addition, an OWAP clustering and a joint fine localization and outlier detection

CS model is presented to increase the robustness of positioning system. Both

simulations and real experiments are conducted and their results demonstrate

the effectiveness of our proposed methods.

• Chapter 5 proposed a manifold learning based feature extraction method

to handle the high-dimensional raw fingerprints. In this feature extraction

procedure, a TSNE nonlinear manifold learning method is proposed to process

the offline fingerprint database, then an out-of-sample extension is proposed to

process the online RSS records to achieve the same dimensionality as offline

fingerprints’. In addition, a intrinsic-based method is utilized to obtain the

optimal dimensionality of low-dimensional space. The experimental results

validates the good performance of our proposed methods.

• Chapter 6 studies the theoretical error bound analysis. Unlike traditional

approaches which ignore the impact of grid size, we construct a new novel

analyzing model which considers the grid size information. Then, based on

the new model, we analyze the error bound under regular environment and

irregular environment from the perspective of signal measurement. In these

two environments, the CRLB and Gaussian-Markov theorem are both applied

to conduct the derivation. In addition, from the perspective of a particular

positioning algorithm, we also analyze the location performance of the most

popular KNN algorithm, and propose an adaptive KNN algorithm based on

the derivation result. Both simulations and real experiments are conducted and
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their results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed methods.

7.2 Future Directions
• Grid Size Optimization:

Actually, any theoretical analysis of localization performance aims at not only

presenting the impacts of factors mathematically, but also applying the result to

inversely optimize these factors so as to achieve higher location accuracy. For

example, we can select suitable number of APs and optimize the APs’ geometry

according to the localization performance derivation results. However, the

current situation for designing a positioning system is that, we all know different

grid sizes could affect the location accuracy, but there is not a reasonable

principle to guide the adoption of grid size. Therefore, the reason why we

investigate the factor of grid size and present the impact mathematically is for

optimizing the grid size in the next step. In fact, as we mentioned in Section 6.6,

the decrease of grid size would not result in reduction of positioning errors

obviously. This is because when the grid size is small, the fingerprints of RPs

have many overlaps, which means the discrimination abilities are not strong

among RPs. In other words, the grid size is not the smaller the better as most

people recognized. Therefore, our future research work will be related to grid

size optimization.

• Improved Compressive Sensing Recovery Model:

Although CS theory could be applied on positioning, it is sensitive to the error

between the online measurement vector and fingerprint database. That is to say,

the CS formulation assumes that the model does not contain the measurement

error or the error is very small. However, in practice there are always noise

in online measurements due to a short recording time. The localization

accuracy can be improved if the CS recovery problem also suppresses the error

between the online measurement vector and fingerprint database. Hence, the
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traditional CS recovery model should be improved to suppresses the noise, and

it has few researches at present. In current researches, the key techniques are

adding adjustable term in the minimization and designing appropriate tuning

parameters.

• Compressive Sensing Recovery Approach:

In fact, in all existing researches which utilize the Compressive Sensing

positioning algorithm, they just apply the existing recovery approach, such as

the l1-norm or l2-norm minimization to recovery the sparse vector. However,

there is prior knowledge in the CS formulation of positioning system. Recall

that, as we mentioned in Section 4.2.2, in CS-based positioning system, the

mobile user’s location is considered as a 1-sparse vector s in the discrete spatial

domain, with all elements equal to zero except s(o) = 1 , where o is the index

of the RP at which the mobile user is located. It is denoted as

s =[0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0]TN×1

↑the o−th column

. (7.1)

That is to say, the number of non-zero and its value (one) of the 1-sparse vector

s is known in advance, our target is to find where the non-zero is in the vector.

Therefore, some improved recovery approach can be proposed to recovery the

sparse vector more precisely.

• Error BoundAnalysis towards Compressive Sensing PositioningApproach:

Actually, the traditional CRLB error bound derivation is based on the way of

signal measurement, e.g., RSS or CSI, rather than the particular localization

algorithms. In Section 6.5 we have explored the location error bound of finger-

printing positioning system exploiting the mostly utilized KNN localization

algorithm. However, as we mentioned in Section 1.2.2, another well-known

localization algorithm is the CS-based, and there is no work of analyzing the

error bound or location performance based on it. Therefore, we plan to analyze

it in the future studies and the error bound analysis of the CS-based method in
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positioning system is more accurate than the traditional CRLB based on RSS,

which is meaningful.
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